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PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT SUBMISSION
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 1.  Agency/Subagency originating request

     

 2.  OMB control number                          b. [   ]  None

        a.                    -                                        

 3.  Type of information collection (check one)

   a. [   ]  New Collection 

   b. [   ]  Revision of a currently approved collection

   c. [   ]  Extension of a currently approved collection

   d. [   ]  Reinstatement, without change, of a previously approved
            collection for which approval has expired

   e. [   ]  Reinstatement, with change, of a previously approved
            collection for which approval has expired

   f.  [   ]  Existing collection in use without an OMB control number

   For b-f, note Item A2 of Supporting Statement instructions

 4.  Type of review requested (check one)
   a. [   ] Regular submission
   b. [   ] Emergency - Approval requested by               /             /              
   c. [   ] Delegated

 5.  Small entities
     Will this information collection have a significant economic impact on    
     a substantial number of small entities?    [   ] Yes         [   ] No

 6.  Requested expiration date
   a. [   ] Three years from approval date  b. [   ] Other   Specify:     /    

 7. Title                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                      

 8. Agency form number(s) (if applicable)    

 9. Keywords                                               
                         

10. Abstract                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                          

                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                    
                            

11.  Affected public (Mark primary with "P" and all others that apply with "x")
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     e. Difference                                                            
     f. Explanation of difference
        1. Program change                            
        2. Adjustment                                            

14. Annual reporting and recordkeeping cost burden (in thousands of                 
      dollars)
    a. Total annualized capital/startup costs                         

    b. Total annual costs (O&M)                                          

    c. Total annualized cost requested                           

    d. Current OMB inventory                                                     

    e. Difference                                                                
    f.  Explanation of difference

       1. Program change                                                          

       2. Adjustment                                                           

15. Purpose of information collection (Mark primary with "P" and all            
others that apply with "X")
 a.       Application for benefits       e.      Program planning or management
 b.       Program evaluation             f.      Research   
 c.       General purpose statistics   g.      Regulatory or compliance 
 d.       Audit

16. Frequency of recordkeeping or reporting (check all that apply)
a.  [   ] Recordkeeping                 b. [   ] Third party disclosure
c.  [  ] Reporting
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         7. [   ] Biennially      8. [   ] Other (describe)                                              

17. Statistical methods
     Does this information collection employ statistical methods                            
                                        [   ]  Yes       [   ] No

18. Agency Contact (person who can best answer questions regarding 
      the content of this submission)

    Name:                                             
    Phone:                                          
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       19.  Certification for Paperwork Reduction Act Submissions

       On behalf of this Federal Agency, I certify that the collection of information encompassed by this request complies with 
       5 CFR 1320.9     

       NOTE: The text of 5 CFR 1320.9, and the related provisions of 5 CFR 1320.8(b)(3), appear at the end of the
             instructions. The certification is to be made with reference to those regulatory provisions as set forth in
             the instructions.

       The following is a summary of the topics, regarding the proposed collection of information, that the certification covers:
        
           (a) It is necessary for the proper performance of agency functions;

           (b) It avoids unnecessary duplication;

           (c) It reduces burden on small entities;

           (d) It used plain, coherent, and unambiguous terminology that is understandable to respondents;

           (e) Its implementation will be consistent and compatible with current reporting and recordkeeping practices;

           (f) It indicates the retention period for recordkeeping requirements;

           (g) It informs respondents of the information called for under 5 CFR 1320.8(b)(3):

                      (i)   Why the information is being collected;

                      (ii)  Use of information;

                      (iii) Burden estimate;

                      (iv)  Nature of response (voluntary, required for a benefit, mandatory);

                      (v)   Nature and extent of confidentiality; and

                      (vi)  Need to display currently valid OMB control number;

           (h) It was developed by an office that has planned and allocated resources for the efficient and effective manage-
               ment and use of the information to be collected (see note in Item 19 of instructions);

           (i) It uses effective and efficient statistical survey methodology; and

           (j) It makes appropriate use of information technology.

       If you are unable to certify compliance with any of the provisions, identify the item below and explain the reason in
       Item 18 of the Supporting Statement.

            

Signature of Senior Official or designee Date
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SUPPORTING STATEMENT 
 

Conflict of Interest Disclosure for Nonfederal Government Individuals Who Are 
Candidates to Conduct Peer Reviews Required by the OMB Peer Review Bulletin 

 
OMB CONTROL NO. 0648-xxxx 

 
 
A.  JUSTIFICATION 
 
1.  Explain the circumstances that make the collection of information necessary.
 
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued government-wide guidance to enhance the 
practice of peer review of government science documents: OMB’s Final Information Quality 
Bulletin for Peer Review (“Peer Review Bulletin” or PRB) establishes minimum peer review 
standards for influential scientific information that federal agencies intend to disseminate.  The 
PRB also directs federal agencies to adopt or adapt the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
policy for evaluating conflicts of interest when selecting peer reviewers who are not federal 
government employees (federal employees are subject to federal ethics requirements which 
address conflict of interest). For peer review purposes, the term “conflict of interest” means any 
financial or other interest which conflicts with the service of the individual because it could:  (1) 
significantly impair the individual’s objectivity; or (2) create an unfair competitive advantage for 
any person or organization.   
 
NOAA has adapted the NAS policy and developed two confidential conflict of interest 
disclosure forms which the agency will use to examine prospective reviewers’ potential financial 
conflicts and other interests that could impair objectivity or create an unfair advantage.  One 
form is for peer reviewers of studies related to government regulation and the other form is for 
peer reviewers of any other influential scientific information subject to the Peer Review Bulletin.   
The forms include questions about employment as well as investment and property interests and 
research funding.  Both forms also require the submission of a curriculum vitae (CV). 
 
2.  Explain how, by whom, how frequently, and for what purpose the information will be 
used.  If the information collected will be disseminated to the public or used to support 
information that will be disseminated to the public, then explain how the collection 
complies with all applicable Information Quality Guidelines.  
 
NOAA is seeking to collect this information from potential peer reviewers (non-government 
employees) when conducting a peer review pursuant to the PRB.   The number of peer reviews 
conducted pursuant to the PRB each year will vary, but for illustrative purposes, NOAA 
currently has forty-five peer review plans posted on its Peer Review Agenda, indicating that 
forty-five agency products were recently completed, are presently undergoing, or are planning to 
begin peer review.  The information collected in the conflict of interest disclosure is essential to 
NOAA’s compliance with the OMB PRB, and helps to ensure that government studies are 
reviewed by independent, impartial peer reviewers. 
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As explained in the preceding paragraphs, the information gathered has utility.  NOAA will 
retain control over the information and safeguard it from improper access, modification, and 
destruction, consistent with NOAA standards for confidentiality, privacy, and electronic 
information.  See response #10 of this Supporting Statement for more information on 
confidentiality and privacy. The information collection is designed to yield data that meet all 
applicable information quality guidelines. Although the information collected is not expected to 
be disseminated directly to the public, results may be used in scientific, management, technical 
or general informational publications. Should NOAA be required to release any of the 
information, it will be subject to the quality control measures and pre-dissemination review 
pursuant to Section 515 of Public Law 106-554. 
 
3.  Describe whether, and to what extent, the collection of information involves the use of 
automated, electronic, mechanical, or other technological techniques or other forms of 
information technology. 
 
The conflict of interest forms will be available in Word or PDF formats, downloadable from the 
NOAA CIO’s website.  Both formats will allow the user to electronically complete and sign the 
form, then email it and his/her CV to the NOAA office conducting the peer review. 
 
4.  Describe efforts to identify duplication. 
 
This information collection is specifically required by OMB’s Peer Review Bulletin.  Each 
potential peer reviewer is asked to disclose any potential conflicts with regard to a given study.  
NOAA will not ask that the potential reviewer complete more than one conflict form per study. 
 
5.  If the collection of information involves small businesses or other small entities, describe 
the methods used to minimize burden.  
 
The information collection involves individuals.  The forms can be completed electronically, 
reducing the time required to complete the task.  Additionally, potential peer reviewers will be 
directed to provide a copy of their CV which will be used in conjunction with the disclosure 
form to evaluate the potential for conflicts of interest, thus reducing the burden on potential 
reviewers who would otherwise be required to duplicate information already available from their 
CVs concerning organizational affiliations, government service and research support relevant to 
the peer review panel on which they are being asked to serve. 
 
6.  Describe the consequences to the Federal program or policy activities if the collection is 
not conducted or is conducted less frequently.  
 
If the collection is not completed, NOAA would be in violation of OMB’s PRB requirements for 
screening potential peer reviewers for conflicts of interest.  Alternatively, the agency would not 
be able to solicit non-governmental peer reviewers, a practice which would be contrary to the 
clear intent of the PRB.   
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7.  Explain any special circumstances that require the collection to be conducted in a 
manner inconsistent with OMB guidelines.  
 
None. 
 
8.  Provide a copy of the PRA Federal Register notice that solicited public comments on the 
information collection prior to this submission.  Summarize the public comments received 
in response to that notice and describe the actions taken by the agency in response to those 
comments.  Describe the efforts to consult with persons outside the agency to obtain their 
views on the availability of data, frequency of collection, the clarity of instructions and 
recordkeeping, disclosure, or reporting format (if any), and on the data elements to be 
recorded, disclosed, or reported. 
 
A federal register notice was published on December 8, 2006.  One comment was received.  It 
alleged systemic conflicts of interest in the commercial fishing industry, NOAA and Congress.  
The agency believes the allegations are unsubstantiated and lack merit.  However, the proposed 
information collection is designed to identify and prevent conflicts of interest, including financial 
conflicts of interest in the review of influential scientific information disseminated by the 
agency.  
 
As OMB has recognized in the PRB, NAS has extensive experience in conducting peer review of 
government information.  The NOAA conflict of interest disclosure forms are adapted from the 
forms used by NAS.  In adapting the NAS forms, changes were kept to the minimum required to 
apply the NAS standards on conflicts while reducing the burden on potential peer reviewers as 
much as possible.  Therefore, the clarity of instructions, reporting format and data elements to be 
disclosed are of high quality.   
 
9.  Explain any decisions to provide payments or gifts to respondents, other than 
remuneration of contractors or grantees. 
 
No payment or gift will be made to respondents. 
 
10.  Describe any assurance of confidentiality provided to respondents and the basis for 
assurance in statute, regulation, or agency policy. 
 
NOAA’s Policy on Conflicts of Interest for Peer Review subject to the OMB Peer Review 
Bulletin states that, except as provided for in the Policy, specific conflict of interest information 
obtained by NOAA – or the entity commissioned by NOAA to manage the peer review process – 
from: 1) the NOAA conflict of interest disclosure form, 2) amended disclosures, and 3) the 
public and other sources will be held in confidence by NOAA.  Access to such information 
within NOAA will be limited to those offices whose proper business requires access to that 
information.  Such information will not be released by NOAA, or the entity commissioned by 
NOAA to manage the peer review process, except with the approval of the individual to whom 
the information pertains, unless release is required by law.  As specified in NOAA’s Policy on 
Conflicts of Interest, the exception to the non-disclosure policy is the public disclosure of the 
names of reviewers and their organizational affiliations.  For peer reviewers of highly influential 
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scientific assessments, the reviewer’s credentials and relevant experience must also be disclosed, 
as required by the PRB. 
 
11.  Provide additional justification for any questions of a sensitive nature, such as sexual 
behavior and attitudes, religious beliefs, and other matters that are commonly considered 
private. 
 
There are no questions of this type in the forms.  They ask only about financial, investment, 
property, employment, or research funding interests in the study to be peer reviewed. 
 
12.  Provide an estimate in hours of the burden of the collection of information. 
 
Estimated Number of Respondents: 300   
Estimated Time Per Response: 30 minutes 
Estimated Total Annual Burden Hours: 150. 
 
13.  Provide an estimate of the total annual cost burden to the respondents or record-
keepers resulting from the collection (excluding the value of the burden hours in #12 
above). 
 
The forms can be downloaded, completed, and signed electronically, and the forms and required 
attachments can be emailed, so it is not necessary that potential peer reviewers incur printing or 
postage expenses. 
 
14.  Provide estimates of annualized cost to the Federal government. 
 
Estimated time for government staff (GS 13) to review each completed conflict of interest form:  
30 minutes 
Estimated total annual government staff hours:  150 (30 minutes x 300 forms) 
Estimated annual cost to federal government (150 hours x $40.00/hr):  $6,000.00. 
 
15.  Explain the reasons for any program changes or adjustments reported in Items 13 or 
14 of the OMB 83-I. 
 
This is a new collection. 
 
16.  For collections whose results will be published, outline the plans for tabulation and 
publication. 
 
The collection will not be published. 
 
17.  If seeking approval to not display the expiration date for OMB approval of the 
information collection, explain the reasons why display would be inappropriate. 
 
None. 
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18.  Explain each exception to the certification statement identified in Item 19 of the  
OMB 83-I. 
 
None. 
 
B.  COLLECTIONS OF INFORMATION EMPLOYING STATISTICAL METHODS 
 
This collection does not employ statistics. 
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OMB Control No.:  0648-xxxx  
Expires:  xx/xx/2xxx   

 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

 
 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE 
For Studies Related to Government Regulation 

 
 
 
NAME:        TELEPHONE:     
 
ADDRESS:             
 
              
 
EMAIL ADDRESS:             
 
CURRENT EMPLOYER:            
 
PEER REVIEW SUBJECT:    _____________________________________________________ 
 

INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Please complete this form, sign and date it on the last page, attach a copy of your 
curriculum vitae, and return the form to the NOAA Office coordinating the peer review 
process.  Retain a copy for your records. 
 
It is essential that peer reviewers of influential scientific information or highly influential 
scientific assessments that NOAA intends to disseminate not be compromised by any significant 
conflict of interest.  For this purpose, the term "conflict of interest" means any financial or 
other interest which conflicts with the service of the individual because it (1) could 
significantly impair the individual's objectivity or (2) could create an unfair competitive 
advantage for any person or organization.  Except for those situations in which NOAA 
determines that a conflict of interest is unavoidable and promptly and publicly discloses the 
conflict of interest, no individual can be appointed to review information subject to the OMB 
Peer Review Bulletin if the individual has a conflict of interest that is relevant to the functions to 
be performed.   
 
The term "conflict of interest" means something more than individual bias.  There must be an 
interest, ordinarily financial, that could be directly affected by the work of the peer reviewers.   

  
Conflict of interest requirements are objective and preventive.  They are not an assessment of 
one's actual behavior or character, one's ability to act objectively despite the conflicting interest, 
or one's relative insensitivity to particular dollar amounts of specific assets because of one's 
personal wealth.  Conflict of interest requirements are objective standards designed to eliminate 
certain specific, potentially compromising situations from arising, and thereby protect the 
individual, other peer reviewers, NOAA, and the public interest.  The individual, the other peer 
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reviewers, and NOAA should not be placed in a situation where the findings and conclusions of 
a review could be reasonably questioned, and perhaps discounted or dismissed, simply because 
of the existence of conflicting interests.  

  
The term "conflict of interest" applies only to current interests.  It does not apply to past interests 
that have expired, no longer exist, and cannot reasonably affect current behavior.  Nor does it 
apply to possible interests that may arise in the future but do not currently exist, because such 
future interests are inherently speculative and uncertain.  For example, a pending formal or 
informal application for a particular job is a current interest, but the mere possibility that one 
might apply for such a job in the future is not a current interest.  

       
The term "conflict of interest" applies not only to the personal interests of the individual but also 
to the interests of others with whom the individual has substantial common financial interests if 
these interests are relevant to the functions to be performed.  Thus, in assessing an individual's 
potential conflicts of interest, consideration must be given not only to the interests of the 
individual but also to the interests of the individual's spouse and minor children, the individual's 
employer, the individual's business partners, and others with whom the individual has substantial 
common financial interests.  Consideration must also be given to the interests of those for whom 
one is acting in a fiduciary or similar capacity (e.g., being an officer or director of a corporation, 
whether profit or nonprofit, or serving as a trustee). 
 
This disclosure form is used for screening potential peer reviewers of “influential scientific 
information” or “highly influential scientific assessments” subject to the OMB Peer Review 
Bulletin and relied on by NOAA to support a regulatory action.  For such peer reviews, the focus 
of the conflict of interest inquiry is on the identification and assessment of any interests that may 
be directly affected by the use of the peer reviewer’s findings and conclusions in the regulatory 
process.  The concern is that if an individual (or others with whom the individual has substantial 
common financial interests) has specific interests that could be directly affected by the regulatory 
action, the individual’s objectivity could be impaired. 
 
Such interests could include an individual’s stock holdings in excess of $10,000 in a company 
potentially affected by the regulation at issue or being an officer, director, or employee of such a 
company.  Serving as a consultant to such a company could constitute an interest if the 
consulting relationship with the business could be directly affected or is directly related to the 
subject matter of the regulatory process. 
 
An individual’s other possible interests might include, for example, relevant patents and other 
forms of intellectual property, serving as an expert witness in litigation directly related to the 
subject matter of the regulatory process, or receiving research funding from a party that would be 
directly affected by the regulatory process if the research funding could be directly affected or is 
directly related to the subject matter of the regulatory process and the right to independently 
conduct and publish the results of this research is limited by the sponsor.  Consideration would 
also need to be given to the interests of others with whom the individual has substantial common 
financial interests – particularly spouses, employers, clients, and business or research partners. 
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The following questions are designed to elicit information from you concerning possible 
conflicts of interest that are relevant to the functions to be performed in the course of the peer 
review in which you have been asked to serve. 
 
1.  EMPLOYMENT.  (a) If the peer review report(s) resulting from this peer review activity 
were relied on for government regulatory action or inaction with respect to the matters addressed 
in the peer review report(s) -  
 

(i) If you are employed or self-employed, could your current employment or self-
employment (or your spouse’s current employment or self-employment) be directly 
affected? 

 
(ii)  To the best of your knowledge, could any financial interests of your (or your 
spouse’s) employer, or, if self-employed, your (or your spouse’s) clients and/or business 
partners be directly affected? 

 
(iii)  If you are an officer, director or trustee of any corporation or other legal entity, 
could the financial interests of that corporation or legal entity be directly affected? 

 
(iv)  If you are a consultant (whether full-time or part-time), could there be a direct effect 
on any of your current consulting relationships? 

 
(v)  Regardless of the potential effect on the consulting relationship, do you have any 
current or continuing consulting relationships (including, for example, commercial and 
professional consulting and service arrangements, scientific and technical advisory board 
memberships, serving as an expert witness in litigation, or providing services in exchange 
for honorariums and travel expense reimbursements) that are directly related to the 
subject matter of the possible government regulatory action or inaction? 

 
(b)  If you have ever been a U.S. Government employee (either civilian or military), to the best 
of your knowledge are there any federal conflict of interest restrictions that may be applicable to 
your service in connection with this committee activity? 
 
 If the answer to all of the above questions under EMPLOYMENT is either “no” or 
“not applicable,” check here   (NO). 
 
 If the answer to any of the above questions under EMPLOYMENT is “yes,” check 
here    (YES), and briefly describe the circumstances on the last page of this form.  
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2.  INVESTMENT INTERESTS.  Taking into account stocks, bonds, and other financial 
instruments and investments including partnerships (but excluding broadly diversified mutual 
funds and any investment or financial interest valued at less than $10,000), if the peer review 
report(s) resulting from this peer review activity were relied on for government regulatory action 
or inaction with respect to the matters addressed in the peer review report(s) -  
 
(a) Do you or your spouse or minor children own directly or indirectly (e.g., through a trust or an 
individual account in a pension or profit-sharing plan) any stocks, bonds or other financial 
instruments or investments that could be affected, either directly or by a direct effect on the 
business enterprise or activities underlying the investments? 
 
(b) Do you have any other significant financial investments or interests such as commercial 
business interests (e.g., sole proprietorships), investment interests (e.g., stock options), or 
personal investment relationships (e.g., involving parents or grandchildren) that could be 
affected, either directly or by a direct effect on the business enterprise or activities underlying the 
investments? 
 
 If the answer to all of the above questions under INVESTMENT INTERESTS is 
either “no” or “not applicable,” check here   (NO). 
 
 If the answer to any of the above questions under INVESTMENT INTERESTS is 
“yes,” check here    (YES), and briefly describe the circumstances on the last page 
of this form.  
 
3.  PROPERTY INTERESTS.  Taking into account real estate and other tangible property 
interests, as well as intellectual property (patents, copyrights, etc.) interests, if the peer review 
report(s) resulting from this peer review activity were relied on for government regulatory action 
or inaction with respect to the matters addressed in the peer review report(s) -  
 
(a) Do you or your spouse or minor children own directly or indirectly any such property 
interests that could be directly affected? 
 
(b) To the best of your knowledge, do any others with whom you have substantial common 
financial interests (e.g., employer, business partners, etc.) own directly or indirectly any such 
property interests that could be directly affected? 
 
 If the answer to all of the above questions under PROPERTY INTERESTS is either 
“no” or “not applicable,” check here   (NO). 
 
 If the answer to any of the above questions under PROPERTY INTERESTS is 
“yes,” check here    (YES), and briefly describe the circumstances on the last page 
of this form.  
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4.  RESEARCH FUNDING AND OTHER INTERESTS.  (a) Taking into account your research 
funding and other research support (e.g., equipment, facilities, industry partnerships, research 
assistants and other research personnel, etc.), if the peer review report(s) resulting from this peer 
review activity were relied on for government regulatory action or inaction with respect to the 
matters addressed in the peer review report(s) -  
 
 (i) Could the research funding and support for you or your close research colleagues and 
collaborators be directly affected, or
 
 (ii) If you have any research agreements for current or continuing research funding or 
support from any party whose financial interests could be directly affected, and such funding or 
support is directly related to the subject matter of the regulatory process, do such agreements 
significantly limit your ability to independently conduct and publish the results of your research 
(other than for reasonable delays in publication in order to file patent applications)? 
 
(b) Is the central purpose of the peer review for which this disclosure form is being prepared a 
critical review and evaluation of your own work or that of your employer? 
 
(c) Do you have any existing professional obligations (e.g., as an officer of a scientific or 
engineering society) that effectively require you to publicly defend a previously established 
position on an issue that is relevant to the functions to be performed in this peer review activity? 
 
(d) To the best of your knowledge, will your participation in this peer review activity enable you 
to obtain access to a competitor’s or potential competitor’s confidential proprietary information? 
 
(e) Could your service as a peer reviewer of influential scientific information or a highly 
influential scientific assessment that NOAA intends to disseminate create a specific financial or 
commercial competitive advantage for you or others with whom you have substantial common 
financial interests? 
 
(f)  If the peer review activity for which this form is being prepared involves reviews of specific 
applications and proposals for contract, grant, fellowship, etc. awards to be made by NOAA or 
other sponsors, do you or others with whom you have substantial common financial interests, or 
a familial or substantial professional relationship, have an interest in receiving or being 
considered for awards that are currently the subject of the review being conducted by this peer 
review? 
 
(g) If the peer review activity for which this form is being prepared involves developing requests 
for proposals, work statements, and/or specifications, etc., are you interested in seeking an award 
under the program for which the peer review on which you have been asked to serve is 
developing the request for proposals, work statement, and/or specifications – or, are you 
employed in any capacity by, or do you have a financial interest in or other economic 
relationship with, any person or organization that to the best of your knowledge is interested in 
seeking an award under this program? 
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 If the answer to all of the above questions under RESEARCH FUNDING OR 
OTHER INTERESTS is either “no” or “not applicable,” check here   (NO). 
 
 If the answer to any of the above questions under RESEARCH FUNDING OR 
OTHER INTERESTS is “yes,” check here    (YES), and briefly describe the 
circumstances below. 
 
5.  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.  If there are relevant aspects of your background or present 
circumstances (e.g., positions of any organizations or groups with which you are closely 
identified or associated) not addressed above that might reasonably be construed by others as 
affecting your judgment in matters within the assigned task of the peer review you have been 
invited to undertake, and therefore might constitute an actual or potential source of bias, please 
describe them briefly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXPLANATION OF “YES” RESPONSES:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 During your period of service in connection with the activity for which this form is being 
completed, any changes in the information reported, or any new information, which needs to be 
reported, should be reported promptly by written or electronic communication to NOAA. 
 
 
 
              
YOUR SIGNATURE       DATE 
 
 
 
Reviewed by:              
  Name       Date  
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Paperwork Reduction Act Statement 
Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 30 minutes per response, including 
the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and 
completing and reviewing the collection of information.  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other 
suggestions for reducing this burden to Tom Gleason, NOAA Fisheries Office of Management & Budget, 1315 
East-West Highway, Silver Spring, MD 20910. 
 
Notwithstanding any other provisions of the law, no person is required to respond to, nor shall any person be 
subjected to a penalty for failure to comply with, a collection of information subject to the requirements of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act, unless that collection of information displays a currently valid OMB Control Number. 
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OMB Control No.:  0648-xxxx  
Expires:  xx/xx/2xxx   

 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

 
 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE 
For General Scientific and Technical Studies and Assistance 

 
 
 
NAME:        TELEPHONE:     
 
ADDRESS:             
 
              
 
EMAIL ADDRESS:             
 
CURRENT EMPLOYER:            
 
PEER REVIEW SUBJECT:  ______________________________________________________ 
 

INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Please complete this form, sign and date it on the last page, attach a copy of your 
curriculum vitae, and return the form to the NOAA Office coordinating the peer review 
process.  Retain a copy for your records. 
 
It is essential that peer reviewers of NOAA influential scientific information or highly influential 
scientific assessments not be compromised by any significant conflict of interest.  For this 
purpose, the term "conflict of interest" means any financial or other interest which conflicts 
with the service of the individual because it (1) could significantly impair the individual's 
objectivity or (2) could create an unfair competitive advantage for any person or 
organization.  Except for those situations in which NOAA determines that a conflict of interest 
is unavoidable and promptly and publicly discloses the conflict of interest, no individual can be 
appointed to review information subject to the OMB Peer Review Bulletin if the individual has a 
conflict of interest that is relevant to the functions to be performed.   
 
The term "conflict of interest" means something more than individual bias.  There must be an 
interest, ordinarily financial, that could be directly affected by the work of the peer reviewers.   

  
Conflict of interest requirements are objective and preventive.  They are not an assessment of 
one's actual behavior or character, one's ability to act objectively despite the conflicting interest, 
or one's relative insensitivity to particular dollar amounts of specific assets because of one's 
personal wealth.  Conflict of interest requirements are objective standards designed to eliminate 
certain specific, potentially compromising situations from arising, and thereby protect the 
individual, other peer reviewers, NOAA, and the public interest.  The individual, the other peer 
reviewers, and NOAA should not be placed in a situation where the findings and conclusions of 
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a review could be reasonably questioned, and perhaps discounted or dismissed, simply because 
of the existence of conflicting interests.  

  
The term "conflict of interest" applies only to current interests.  It does not apply to past interests 
that have expired, no longer exist, and cannot reasonably affect current behavior.  Nor does it 
apply to possible interests that may arise in the future but do not currently exist, because such 
future interests are inherently speculative and uncertain.  For example, a pending formal or 
informal application for a particular job is a current interest, but the mere possibility that one 
might apply for such a job in the future is not a current interest.  

       
The term "conflict of interest" applies not only to the personal interests of the individual but also 
to the interests of others with whom the individual has substantial common financial interests if 
these interests are relevant to the functions to be performed.  Thus, in assessing an individual's 
potential conflicts of interest, consideration must be given not only to the interests of the 
individual but also to the interests of the individual's spouse and minor children, the individual's 
employer, the individual's business partners, and others with whom the individual has substantial 
common financial interests.  Consideration must also be given to the interests of those for whom 
one is acting in a fiduciary or similar capacity (e.g., being an officer or director of a corporation, 
whether profit or nonprofit, or serving as a trustee). 
 
The overriding objective of the conflict of interest inquiry in each case is to identify whether 
there are interests – primarily financial in nature – that conflict with the individual’s review 
because they could impair the individual’s objectivity or could create an unfair competitive 
advantage for any person or organization.  The fundamental question in each case is does the 
individual, or others with whom the individual has substantial common financial interests, have 
identifiable interests that could be directly affected by the use of the peer reviewer’s findings and 
conclusions regarding the scientific information being reviewed? 
 
The application of these concepts to this review for potential conflicts of interest must 
necessarily be addressed in each case on the basis of the particular facts and circumstances 
involved.  The questions set forth below are designed to elicit information from you concerning 
possible conflicts of interest that are relevant to the functions to be performed in the course of the 
peer review in which you have been asked to serve. 
 
 
1.  FINANCIAL INTERESTS 
 
(a) Taking into account stocks, bonds, and other financial instruments and investments including 
partnerships (but excluding broadly diversified mutual funds and any investment or financial 
interests valued at less than $10,000), do you or, to the best of your knowledge, others with 
whom you have substantial common financial interests, have financial investments that could be 
affected, either directly or by a direct effect on the business enterprise or activities underlying the 
investments, by the findings and conclusions that you would prepare as a peer reviewer?  

(b) Taking into account real estate and other tangible property interests, as well as intellectual 
property (patents, copyrights, etc.) interests, do you or, to the best of your knowledge, others 
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with whom you have substantial common financial interests, have property interests that could 
be directly affected by the findings and conclusions that you would prepare as a peer reviewer? 

(c) Could your employment or self-employment (or the employment or self-employment of your 
spouse), or the financial interests of your employer or clients (or the financial interests of your 
spouse's employer or clients) be directly affected by the findings and conclusions that you would 
prepare as a peer reviewer? 

(d) Taking into account research funding and other research support (e.g., equipment, facilities, 
industry partnerships, research assistants and other research personnel, etc.), could your current 
research funding and support (or that of your close research colleagues and collaborators) be 
directly affected by the findings and conclusions that you would prepare as a peer reviewer? 

(e) Could your service as a peer reviewer create a specific financial or commercial competitive 
advantage for you or others with whom you have substantial common financial interests?  
 
 If the answer to all of the above questions under FINANCIAL INTERESTS is either 
“no” or “not applicable,” check here   (NO). 
 
 If the answer to any of the above questions under FINANCIAL INTERESTS is 
“yes,” check here    (YES), and briefly describe the circumstances on the last page 
of this form.  
 

2.  OTHER INTERESTS
 
(a)  Is the central purpose of the peer review for which this disclosure form is being prepared a 
critical assessment and evaluation of your own work or that of your employer? 
 
(b)  Do you have any existing professional obligations (e.g., as an officer of a scientific or 
engineering society) that effectively require you to publicly defend a previously established 
position on an issue that is relevant to the scientific information that you have been invited to 
review as a peer reviewer? 
 
(c)  To the best of your knowledge, will your participation in this peer review enable you to 
obtain access to a competitor’s or potential competitor’s confidential proprietary information? 
 
(d)  If you have ever been a U.S. Government employee (either civilian or military), to the best 
of your knowledge, are there any federal conflict of interest restrictions that may be applicable to 
your service in connection with this review? 
 
(e)  Are you an employee of any sponsor or this project? 
 
(f)  If the peer review activity for which this form is being prepared involves reviews of specific 
applications and proposals for contract, grant, fellowship, etc. awards to be made by NOAA or 
other sponsors, do you or others with whom you have substantial common financial interests, or 
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a familial or substantial professional relationship, have an interest in receiving or being 
considered for awards that are currently the subject of the review being conducted by this peer 
review? 
 
(g) If the peer review activity for which this form is being prepared involves developing requests 
for proposals, work statements, and/or specifications, etc., are you interested in seeking an award 
under the program for which the peer review on which you have been asked to serve is 
developing the request for proposals, work statement, and/or specifications – or, are you 
employed in any capacity by, or do you have a financial interest in or other economic 
relationship with, any person or organization that to the best of your knowledge is interested in 
seeking an award under this program? 
 
 
   If the answer to all of the above questions under OTHER INTERESTS is either 
“no” or “not applicable,” check here   (NO). 
 
 If the answer to any of the above questions under OTHER INTERESTS is “yes,” 
check here    (YES), and briefly describe the circumstances on the last page of this 
form.  
 
 
 
3.  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.  If there are relevant aspects of your background or present 
circumstances not addressed above that might reasonably be construed by others as affecting 
your judgment in matters within the assigned task of the peer review you have been invited to 
undertake, and therefore might constitute an actual or potential source of bias, please describe 
them briefly. 
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EXPLANATION OF “YES” RESPONSES:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 During your period of service in connection with the activity for which this form is being 
completed, any changes in the information reported, or any new information, which needs to be 
reported, should be reported promptly by written or electronic communication to NOAA. 
 
 
 
              
YOUR SIGNATURE       DATE 
 
 
 
Reviewed by:              
  Name       Date  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paperwork Reduction Act Statement 
Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 30 minutes per response, including 
the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and 
completing and reviewing the collection of information.  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other 
suggestions for reducing this burden to Tom Gleason, NOAA Fisheries Office of Management & Budget, 1315 
East-West Highway, Silver Spring, MD 20910. 
 
Notwithstanding any other provisions of the law, no person is required to respond to, nor shall any person be 
subjected to a penalty for failure to comply with, a collection of information subject to the requirements of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act, unless that collection of information displays a currently valid OMB Control Number. 
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December 16, 2004 December 16, 2004 
  
MEMORANDUM FOR HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES MEMORANDUM FOR HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES 
  
  
FROM: Joshua B. Bolten  FROM: Joshua B. Bolten  
 Director  Director 
  
SUBJECT: Issuance of OMB’s “Final Information Quality Bulletin  

for Peer Review”  
SUBJECT: Issuance of OMB’s “Final Information Quality Bulletin  

for Peer Review”  
  
OMB has today issued a bulletin applicable to all departments and agencies entitled “Final 
Information Quality Bulletin for Peer Review.”  This Bulletin establishes government-wide 
guidance aimed at enhancing the practice of peer review of government science documents.  
Peer review is an important procedure used by the scientific community to ensure that the 
quality of published information.  Peer review can increase the quality and credibility of the 
scientific information generated across the federal government.  This Bulletin is one aspect 
of a larger OMB effort to improve the quality of the scientific information upon which 
policy decisions are based. 

OMB has today issued a bulletin applicable to all departments and agencies entitled “Final 
Information Quality Bulletin for Peer Review.”  This Bulletin establishes government-wide 
guidance aimed at enhancing the practice of peer review of government science documents.  
Peer review is an important procedure used by the scientific community to ensure that the 
quality of published information.  Peer review can increase the quality and credibility of the 
scientific information generated across the federal government.  This Bulletin is one aspect 
of a larger OMB effort to improve the quality of the scientific information upon which 
policy decisions are based. 
  
The bulletin has benefited from extensive public and agency comments received on two 
prior draft versions, which were released by OMB in September 15, 2003 and April 28, 
2004.   The bulletin includes guidance to federal agencies on what information is subject to 
peer review, the selection of appropriate peer reviewers, opportunities for public 
participation, and related issues.  The bulletin also defines a peer review planning process 
that will permit the public and scientific societies to contribute to agency dialogue about 
which scientific reports merit especially rigorous peer review.    

The bulletin has benefited from extensive public and agency comments received on two 
prior draft versions, which were released by OMB in September 15, 2003 and April 28, 
2004.   The bulletin includes guidance to federal agencies on what information is subject to 
peer review, the selection of appropriate peer reviewers, opportunities for public 
participation, and related issues.  The bulletin also defines a peer review planning process 
that will permit the public and scientific societies to contribute to agency dialogue about 
which scientific reports merit especially rigorous peer review.    

  
If your staff has questions about this guidance, please contact Margo Schwab at (202) 395-
5647 or mschwab@omb.eop.gov
If your staff has questions about this guidance, please contact Margo Schwab at (202) 395-
5647 or mschwab@omb.eop.gov. 
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET        

Final Information Quality Bulletin for Peer Review  

INTRODUCTION 

 

This Bulletin establishes that important scientific information shall be peer reviewed by 

qualified specialists before it is disseminated by the federal government.  We published a 

proposed Bulletin on September 15, 2003.  Based on public comments, we published a 

revised proposal for additional comment on April 28, 2004.  We are now finalizing the 

April version, with minor revisions responsive to the public’s comments.   

 

The purpose of the Bulletin is to enhance the quality and credibility of the government’s 

scientific information.  We recognize that different types of peer review are appropriate 

for different types of information.  Under this Bulletin, agencies are granted broad 

discretion to weigh the benefits and costs of using a particular peer review mechanism for 

a specific information product.  The selection of an appropriate peer review mechanism 

for scientific information is left to the agency’s discretion.  Various types of information 

are exempted from the requirements of this Bulletin, including time-sensitive health and 

safety determinations, in order to ensure that peer review does not unduly delay the 

release of urgent findings. 

 

This Bulletin also applies stricter minimum requirements for the peer review of highly 

influential scientific assessments, which are a subset of influential scientific information.  

A scientific assessment is an evaluation of a body of scientific or technical knowledge 

that typically synthesizes multiple factual inputs, data, models, assumptions, and/or 

applies best professional judgment to bridge uncertainties in the available information.  

To ensure that the Bulletin is not too costly or rigid, these requirements for more 

intensive peer review apply only to the more important scientific assessments 

disseminated by the federal government.   
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Even for these highly influential scientific assessments, the Bulletin leaves significant 

discretion to the agency formulating the peer review plan.  In general, an agency 

conducting a peer review of a highly influential scientific assessment must ensure that the 

peer review process is transparent by making available to the public the written charge to 

the peer reviewers, the peer reviewers’ names, the peer reviewers’ report(s), and the 

agency’s response to the peer reviewers’ report(s).  The agency selecting peer reviewers 

must ensure that the reviewers possess the necessary expertise.  In addition, the agency 

must address reviewers’ potential conflicts of interest (including those stemming from 

ties to regulated businesses and other stakeholders) and independence from the agency.  

This Bulletin requires agencies to adopt or adapt the committee selection policies 

employed by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS)1 when selecting peer reviewers 

who are not government employees.  Those that are government employees are subject to 

federal ethics requirements.   The use of a transparent process, coupled with the selection 

of qualified and independent peer reviewers, should improve the quality of government 

science while promoting public confidence in the integrity of the government’s scientific 

products. 

 

PEER REVIEW 

 

Peer review is one of the important procedures used to ensure that the quality of 

published information meets the standards of the scientific and technical community.  It 

is a form of deliberation involving an exchange of judgments about the appropriateness 

of methods and the strength of the author’s inferences.2  Peer review involves the review 

of a draft product for quality by specialists in the field who were not involved in 

producing the draft. 

 

The peer reviewer’s report is an evaluation or critique that is used by the authors of the 

draft to improve the product.  Peer review typically evaluates the clarity of hypotheses, 

                                                 
1  National Academy of Sciences, “Policy and Procedures on Committee Composition and Balance and 
Conflicts of Interest for Committees Used in the Development of Reports,” May 2003:  Available at: 
http://www.nationalacademies.org/coi/index.html.   
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the validity of the research design, the quality of data collection procedures, the 

robustness of the methods employed, the appropriateness of the methods for the 

hypotheses being tested, the extent to which the conclusions follow from the analysis, 

and the strengths and limitations of the overall product.   

 

Peer review has diverse purposes.  Editors of scientific journals use reviewer comments 

to help determine whether a draft scientific article is of sufficient quality, importance, and 

interest to a field of study to justify publication.  Research funding organizations often 

use peer review to evaluate research proposals.  In addition, some federal agencies make 

use of peer review to obtain evaluations of draft information that contains important 

scientific determinations.    

 

Peer review should not be confused with public comment and other stakeholder 

processes.  The selection of participants in a peer review is based on expertise, with due 

consideration of independence and conflict of interest.  Furthermore, notice-and-

comment procedures for agency rulemaking do not provide an adequate substitute for 

peer review, as some experts -- especially those most knowledgeable in a field -- may not 

file public comments with federal agencies. 

 

The critique provided by a peer review often suggests ways to clarify assumptions, 

findings, and conclusions.  For instance, peer reviews can filter out biases and identify 

oversights, omissions, and inconsistencies.3  Peer review also may encourage authors to 

more fully acknowledge limitations and uncertainties.  In some cases, reviewers might 

recommend major changes to the draft, such as refinement of hypotheses, reconsideration 

of research design, modifications of data collection or analysis methods, or alternative 

conclusions.  However, peer review does not always lead to specific modifications in the 

draft product.  In some cases, a draft is in excellent shape prior to being submitted for 

                                                                                                                                                 
2 Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Government, Risk and the Environment: Improving 
Regulatory Decision Making, Carnegie Commission, New York, 1993: 75. 
3 William W. Lowrance, Modern Science and Human Values, Oxford University Press, New York, NY 
1985: 85. 
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review.  In others, the authors do not concur with changes suggested by one or more 

reviewers. 

 

Peer review may take a variety of forms, depending upon the nature and importance of 

the product.   For example, the reviewers may represent one scientific discipline or a 

variety of disciplines; the number of reviewers may range from a few to more than a 

dozen; the names of each reviewer may be disclosed publicly or may remain anonymous 

(e.g., to encourage candor);  the reviewers may be blinded to the authors of the report or 

the names of the authors may be disclosed to the reviewers; the reviewers may prepare 

individual reports or a panel of reviewers may be constituted to produce a collaborative 

report; panels may do their work electronically or they may meet together in person to 

discuss and prepare their evaluations; and reviewers may be compensated for their work 

or they may donate their time as a contribution to science or public service.   

 

For large, complex reports, different reviewers may be assigned to different chapters or 

topics.  Such reports may be reviewed in stages, sometimes with confidential reviews that 

precede a public process of panel review.  As part of government-sponsored peer review, 

there may be opportunity for written and/or oral public comments on the draft product.   

 

The results of peer review are often only one of the criteria used to make decisions about 

journal publication, grant funding, and information dissemination.   For instance, the 

editors of scientific journals (rather than the peer reviewers) make final decisions about a 

manuscript’s appropriateness for publication based on a variety of considerations.  In 

research-funding decisions, the reports of peer reviewers often play an important role, but 

the final decisions about funding are often made by accountable officials based on a 

variety of considerations.  Similarly, when a government agency sponsors peer review of 

its own draft documents, the peer review reports are an important factor in information 

dissemination decisions but rarely are the sole consideration.  Agencies are not expected 

to cede their discretion with regard to dissemination or use of information to peer 

reviewers; accountable agency officials must make the final decisions. 
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THE NEED FOR STRONGER PEER REVIEW POLICIES  

 

There are a multiplicity of science advisory procedures used at federal agencies and 

across the wide variety of scientific products prepared by agencies.4  In response to 

congressional inquiry, the U.S. General Accounting Office (now the Government 

Accountability Office) documented the variability in both the definition and 

implementation of peer review across agencies.5  The Carnegie Commission on Science, 

Technology and Government6 has highlighted the importance of “internal” scientific 

advice (within the agency) and “external” advice (through scientific advisory boards and 

other mechanisms).   

 

A wide variety of authorities have argued that peer review practices at federal agencies 

need to be strengthened.7  Some arguments focus on specific types of scientific products 

(e.g., assessments of health, safety and environmental hazards). 8  The 

Congressional/Presidential Commission on Risk Assessment and Risk Management 

suggests that “peer review of economic and social science information should have as 

high a priority as peer review of health, ecological, and engineering information.”9  

 

                                                 
4 Sheila Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch:  Science Advisors as Policy Makers, Harvard University Press, Boston, 
1990. 
5 U.S. General Accounting Office, Federal Research:  Peer Review Practices at Federal Agencies Vary, 
GAO/RCED-99-99, Washington, D.C., 1999. 
6 Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Government, Risk and the Environment: Improving 
Regulatory Decision Making, Carnegie Commission, New York, 1993: 90. 
7 National Academy of Sciences, Peer Review in the Department of Energy – Office of Science and 
Technology, Interim Report, National Academy  Press, Washington, D.C., 1997; National Academy of 
Sciences,  Peer Review in Environmental Technology Development:  The Department of Energy – Office 
of Science and Technology, National Academy  Press, Washington, D.C.,  1998; National Academy of 
Sciences, Strengthening Science at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency: Research-Management and 
Peer-Review Practices, National Academy Press, Washington, D.C. 2000; U.S. General Accounting Office, 
EPA’s Science Advisory Board Panels:  Improved Policies and Procedures Needed to Ensure Independence 
and Balance, GAO-01-536, Washington, D.C., 2001; U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of 
Inspector General, Pilot Study:  Science in Support of Rulemaking  2003-P-00003, Washington, D.C., 
2002; Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Government, In the National Interest: The 
Federal Government in the Reform of K-12 Math and Science Education, Carnegie Commission,  New 
York, 1991; U.S. General Accounting Office, Endangered Species Program:  Information on How Funds 
Are Allocated and What Activities are Emphasized, GAO-02-581, Washington, D.C. 2002. 
8 National Research Council, Science and Judgment in Risk Assessment, National Academy Press, 
Washington, D.C., 1994. 
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Some agencies have formal peer review policies, while others do not.  Even agencies that 

have such policies do not always follow them prior to the release of important scientific 

products.   

 

Prior to the development of this Bulletin, there were no government-wide standards 

concerning when peer review is required and, if required, what type of peer review 

processes are appropriate.  No formal interagency mechanism existed to foster cross-

agency sharing of experiences with peer review practices and policies.  Despite the 

importance of peer review for the credibility of agency scientific products, the public 

lacked a consistent way to determine when an important scientific information product is 

being developed by an agency, the type of peer review planned for that product, or 

whether there would be an opportunity to provide comments and data to the reviewers.   

 

This Bulletin establishes minimum standards for when peer review is required for 

scientific information and the types of peer review that should be considered by agencies 

in different circumstances.  It also establishes a transparent process for public disclosure 

of peer review planning, including a web-accessible description of the peer review plan 

that the agency has developed for each of its forthcoming influential scientific 

disseminations.  

 

LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR THE BULLETIN 

 

This Bulletin is issued under the Information Quality Act and OMB’s general authorities 

to oversee the quality of agency information, analyses, and regulatory actions.  In the 

Information Quality Act, Congress directed OMB to issue guidelines to “provide policy 

and procedural guidance to Federal agencies for ensuring and maximizing the quality, 

objectivity, utility and integrity of information” disseminated by Federal agencies.  Pub. 

L. No. 106-554, § 515(a).  The Information Quality Act was developed as a supplement 

to the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C. § 3501 et seq., which requires OMB, among 

                                                                                                                                                 
9 Presidential/Congressional Commission on Risk Assessment and Risk Management, Risk Commission 
Report, Volume 2, Risk Assessment and Risk Management in Regulatory Decision-Making, 1997:103. 
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other things, to “develop and oversee the implementation of policies, principles, 

standards, and guidelines to . . . apply to Federal agency dissemination of public 

information.”  In addition, Executive Order 12866, 58 Fed. Reg. 51,735 (Oct. 4, 1993), 

establishes that OIRA is “the repository of expertise concerning regulatory issues,” and it 

directs OMB to provide guidance to the agencies on regulatory planning.  E.O. 12866, § 

2(b).  The Order also requires that “[e]ach agency shall base its decisions on the best 

reasonably obtainable scientific, technical, economic, or other information.”  E.O. 12866, 

§ 1(b)(7).  Finally, OMB has authority in certain circumstances to manage the agencies 

under the purview of the President’s Constitutional authority to supervise the unitary 

Executive Branch.  All of these authorities support this Bulletin. 

 

THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS BULLETIN 

 

This Bulletin addresses peer review of scientific information disseminations that contain 

findings or conclusions that represent the official position of one or more agencies of the 

federal government.   

 

Section I:  Definitions 

 

Section I provides definitions that are central to this Bulletin.  Several terms are identical 

to or based on those used in OMB’s government-wide information quality guidelines, 67 

Fed. Reg. 8452 (Feb. 22, 2002), and the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C. § 3501 et 

seq.   

 

The term “Administrator” means the Administrator of the Office of Information and 

Regulatory Affairs in the Office of Management and Budget (OIRA).   

 

The term “agency” has the same meaning as in the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C.  

§ 3502(1).    
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The term “Information Quality Act” means Section 515 of Public Law 106-554 (Pub. 

L. No. 106-554, § 515, 114 Stat. 2763, 2763A-153-154 (2000)).  

 

The term “dissemination” means agency initiated or sponsored distribution of 

information to the public.  Dissemination does not include distribution limited to 

government employees or agency contractors or grantees; intra- or inter-agency use or 

sharing of government information; or responses to requests for agency records under the 

Freedom of Information Act, the Privacy Act, the Federal Advisory Committee Act, the 

Government Performance and Results Act, or similar laws.  This definition also excludes 

distribution limited to correspondence with individuals or persons, press releases, 

archival records, public filings, subpoenas and adjudicative processes.  In the context of 

this Bulletin, the definition of “dissemination” modifies the definition in OMB’s 

government-wide information quality guidelines to address the need for peer review prior 

to official dissemination of the information product.  Accordingly, under this Bulletin, 

“dissemination” also excludes information distributed for peer review in compliance with 

this Bulletin or shared confidentially with scientific colleagues, provided that the 

distributing agency includes an appropriate and clear disclaimer on the information, as 

explained more fully below.  Finally, the Bulletin does not directly cover information 

supplied to the government by third parties (e.g., studies by private consultants, 

companies and private, non-profit organizations, or research institutions such as 

universities).  However, if an agency plans to disseminate information supplied by a third 

party (e.g., using this information as the basis for an agency's factual determination that a 

particular behavior causes a disease), the requirements of the Bulletin apply, if the 

dissemination is "influential".   

 

In cases where a draft report or other information is released by an agency solely for 

purposes of peer review, a question may arise as to whether the draft report constitutes an 

official "dissemination" under information-quality guidelines.  Section I instructs 

agencies to make this clear by presenting the following disclaimer in the report: 
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“THIS INFORMATION IS DISTRIBUTED SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF PRE-

DISSEMINATION PEER REVIEW UNDER APPLICABLE INFORMATION 

QUALITY GUIDELINES. IT HAS NOT BEEN FORMALLY DISSEMINATED BY 

[THE AGENCY].  IT DOES NOT REPRESENT AND SHOULD NOT BE 

CONSTRUED TO REPRESENT ANY AGENCY DETERMINATION OR POLICY.” 

 

In cases where the information is highly relevant to specific policy or regulatory 

deliberations, this disclaimer shall appear on each page of a draft report.  

Agencies also shall discourage state, local, international and private organizations 

from using information in draft reports that are undergoing peer review.  Draft 

influential scientific information presented at scientific meetings or shared 

confidentially with  colleagues for scientific input prior to peer review shall 

include the disclaimer:  “THE FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS IN THIS REPORT 

(PRESENTATION) HAVE NOT BEEN FORMALLY DISSEMINATED BY [THE AGENCY] 

AND SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO REPRESENT ANY AGENCY DETERMINATION 

OR POLICY.”    
 

An information product is not covered by the Bulletin unless it represents an official view 

of one or more departments or agencies of the federal government.  Accordingly, for the 

purposes of this Bulletin, “dissemination” excludes research produced by government-

funded scientists (e.g., those supported extramurally or intramurally by federal agencies 

or those working in state or local governments with federal support) if that information is 

not represented as the views of a department or agency (i.e., they are not official 

government disseminations).    For influential scientific information that does not have 

the imprimatur of the federal government, scientists employed by the federal government 

are required to include in their information product a clear disclaimer that “the findings 

and conclusions in this report are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent 

the views of the funding agency.”  A similar disclaimer is advised for non-government 

employees who publish government-funded research. 

 

For the purposes of the peer review Bulletin, the term “scientific information” means 

factual inputs, data, models, analyses, technical information, or scientific assessments 
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related to such disciplines as the behavioral and social sciences, public health and 

medical sciences, life and earth sciences, engineering, or physical sciences. This includes 

any communication or representation of knowledge such as facts or data, in any medium 

or form, including textual, numerical, graphic, cartographic, narrative, or audiovisual 

forms.  This definition includes information that an agency disseminates from a web 

page, but does not include the provision of hyperlinks on a web page to information that 

others disseminate.  This definition excludes opinions, where the agency’s presentation 

makes clear that an individual’s opinion, rather than a statement of fact or of the agency’s 

findings and conclusions, is being offered.   

 

The term “influential scientific information” means scientific information the agency 

reasonably can determine will have or does have a clear and substantial impact on 

important public policies or private sector decisions.  In the term “influential scientific 

information,” the term "influential" should be interpreted consistently with OMB's 

government-wide information quality guidelines and the information quality guidelines 

of the agency.  Information dissemination can have a significant economic impact even if 

it is not part of a rulemaking.  For instance, the economic viability of a technology can be 

influenced by the government’s characterization of its attributes. Alternatively, the 

federal government's assessment of risk can directly or indirectly influence the response 

actions of state and local agencies or international bodies.    

 

One type of scientific information is a scientific assessment.  For the purposes of this 

Bulletin, the term “scientific assessment” means an evaluation of a body of scientific or 

technical knowledge, which typically synthesizes multiple factual inputs, data, models, 

assumptions, and/or applies best professional judgment to bridge uncertainties in the 

available information.  These assessments include, but are not limited to, state-of-science 

reports; technology assessments; weight-of-evidence analyses; meta-analyses; health, 

safety, or ecological risk assessments; toxicological characterizations of substances; 

integrated assessment models; hazard determinations; or exposure assessments.  Such 

assessments often draw upon knowledge from multiple disciplines.  Typically, the data 

and models used in scientific assessments have already been subject to some form of peer 
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review (e.g., refereed journal peer review or peer review under Section II of this 

Bulletin).      

 

Section II:  Peer Review of Influential Scientific Information 

 

Section II requires each agency to subject "influential" scientific information to peer 

review prior to dissemination.   For dissemination of influential scientific information, 

Section II provides agencies broad discretion in determining what type of peer review is 

appropriate and what procedures should be employed to select appropriate reviewers.  

Agencies are directed to chose a peer review mechanism that is adequate, giving due 

consideration to the novelty and complexity of the science to be reviewed, the relevance 

of the information to decision making, the extent of prior peer reviews, and the expected 

benefits and costs of additional review. 

 

The National Academy of Public Administration suggests that the intensity of peer 

review should be commensurate with the significance of the information being 

disseminated and the likely implications for policy decisions.10   Furthermore, agencies 

need to consider tradeoffs between depth of peer review and timeliness.11 More rigorous 

peer review is necessary for information that is based on novel methods or presents 

complex challenges for interpretation.   Furthermore, the need for rigorous peer review is 

greater when the information contains precedent-setting methods or models, presents 

conclusions that are likely to change prevailing practices, or is likely to affect policy 

decisions that have a significant impact. 

 

This tradeoff can be considered in a benefit-cost framework.  The costs of peer review 

include both the direct costs of the peer review activity and those stemming from 

potential delay in government and private actions that can result from peer review.  The 

benefits of peer review are equally clear: the insights offered by peer reviewers may lead 

                                                 
10 National Academy of Public Administration, Setting Priorities, Getting Results:  A New Direction for 
EPA, National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 1995:23.   
11 Presidential/Congressional Commission on Risk Assessment and Risk Management, Risk Commission 
Report, 1997. 
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to policy with more benefits and/or fewer costs.  In addition to contributing to strong 

science, peer review, if performed fairly and rigorously, can build consensus among 

stakeholders and reduce the temptation for courts and legislators to second-guess or 

overturn agency actions.12  While it will not always be easy for agencies to quantify the 

benefits and costs of peer review, agencies are encouraged to approach peer review from 

a benefit-cost perspective. 

 

Regardless of the peer review mechanism chosen, agencies should strive to ensure that 

their peer review practices are characterized by both scientific integrity and process 

integrity.  “Scientific integrity,” in the context of peer review, refers to such issues as 

“expertise and balance of the panel members; the identification of the scientific issues 

and clarity of the charge to the panel; the quality, focus and depth of the discussion of the 

issues by the panel; the rationale and supportability of the panel’s findings; and the 

accuracy and clarity of the panel report.”  “Process integrity” includes such issues as 

“transparency and openness, avoidance of real or perceived conflicts of interest, a 

workable process for public comment and involvement,” and adherence to defined 

procedures.13  

 

When deciding what type of peer review mechanism is appropriate for a specific 

information product, agencies will need to consider at least the following issues: 

individual versus panel review; timing; scope of the review; selection of reviewers; 

disclosure and attribution; public participation; disposition of reviewer comments; and 

adequacy of prior peer review.   

 

 

 

 

                                                 
12 Mark R. Powell, Science at EPA: Information in the Regulatory Process, Resources for the Future, 
Washington, D.C., 1999: 148, 176; Sheila Jasanoff, The Fifth Branch:  Science Advisors as Policy Makers, 
Harvard University Press, Boston, 1990: 242. 
13 ILSI Risk Sciences Institute, “Policies and Procedures:  Model Peer Review Center of Excellence,” 2002: 
4.  Available at http://rsi.ilsi.org/file/Policies&Procedures.pdf. 
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Individual versus Panel Review 

 

Letter reviews by several experts generally will be more expeditious than convening a 

panel of experts.  Individual letter reviews are more appropriate when a draft document 

covers only one discipline or when premature disclosure of a sensitive report to a public 

panel could cause harm to government or private interests.     When time and resources 

warrant, panels are preferable, as they tend to be more deliberative than individual letter 

reviews and the reviewers can learn from each other.   There are also multi-stage 

processes in which confidential letter reviews are conducted prior to release of a draft 

document for public notice and comment, followed by a formal panel review.  These 

more rigorous and expensive processes are particularly valuable for highly complex, 

multidisciplinary, and more important documents, especially those that are novel or 

precedent-setting.   

 

Timing of Peer Review 

 

As a general rule, it is most useful to consult with peers early in the process of producing 

information.  For example, in the context of risk assessments, it is valuable to have the 

choice of input data and the specification of the model reviewed by peers before the 

agency invests time and resources in implementing the model and interpreting the results.  

"Early" peer review occurs in time to "focus attention on data inadequacies in time for 

corrections.     

 

When an information product is a critical component of rule-making, it is important to 

obtain peer review before the agency announces its regulatory options so that any 

technical corrections can be made before the agency becomes invested in a specific 

approach or the positions of interest groups have hardened.  If review occurs too late, it is 

unlikely to contribute to the course of a rulemaking.  Furthermore, investing in a more 

rigorous peer review early in the process “may provide net benefit by reducing the 
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prospect of challenges to a regulation that later may trigger time consuming and resource-

draining litigation.”14   
 

Scope of the Review 

 

The “charge” contains the instructions to the peer reviewers regarding the objective of the 

peer review and the specific advice sought.  The importance of the information, which 

shapes the goal of the peer review, influences the charge.  For instance, the goal of the 

review might be to determine the utility of a body of literature for drawing certain 

conclusions about the feasibility of a technology or the safety of a product.  In this 

context, an agency might ask reviewers to determine the relevance of conclusions drawn 

in one context for other contexts (e.g., different exposure conditions or patient 

populations). 

 

The charge to the reviewers should be determined in advance of the selection of the 

reviewers.  In drafting the charge, it is important to remember the strengths and 

limitations of peer review.  Peer review is most powerful when the charge is specific and 

steers the reviewers to specific technical questions while also directing reviewers to offer 

a broad evaluation of the overall product.   

 

Uncertainty is inherent in science, and in many cases individual studies do not produce 

conclusive evidence.  Thus, when an agency generates a scientific assessment, it is 

presenting its scientific judgment about the accumulated evidence rather than scientific 

fact.15  Specialists attempt to reach a consensus by weighing the accumulated evidence.   

Peer reviewers can make an important contribution by distinguishing scientific facts from 

professional judgments.  Furthermore, where appropriate, reviewers should be asked to 

provide advice on the reasonableness of judgments made from the scientific evidence.  

                                                 
14  Fred Anderson, Mary Ann Chirba Martin, E Donald Elliott, Cynthia Farina, Ernest Gellhorn, John D. 
Graham, C. Boyden Gray, Jeffrey Holmstead, Ronald M. Levin, Lars Noah, Katherine Rhyne, Jonathan 
Baert Wiener,  "Regulatory Improvement Legislation: Risk Assessment, Cost-Benefit Analysis, and 
Judicial Review,"  Duke Environmental Law and Policy Forum, Fall 2000, vol. XI (1): 132. 
15  Mark R. Powell, Science at EPA: Information in the Regulatory Process, Resources for the Future, 
Washington, D.C., 1999: 139. 
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However, the charge should make clear that the reviewers are not to provide advice on 

the policy (e.g., the amount of uncertainty that is acceptable or the amount of precaution 

that should be embedded in an analysis).  Such considerations are the purview of the 

government.16   

 

The charge should ask that peer reviewers ensure that scientific uncertainties are clearly 

identified and characterized.  Since not all uncertainties have an equal effect on the 

conclusions drawn, reviewers should be asked to ensure that the potential implications of 

the uncertainties for the technical conclusions drawn are clear.  In addition, peer 

reviewers might be asked to consider value-of-information analyses that identify whether 

more research is likely to decrease key uncertainties.17  Value-of-information analysis 

was suggested for this purpose in the report of the Presidential/Congressional 

Commission on Risk Assessment and Risk Management.18   A description of additional 

research that would appreciably influence the conclusions of the assessment can help an 

agency assess and target subsequent efforts.   

 

 

Selection of Reviewers 

 

Expertise.   The most important factor in selecting reviewers is expertise:  ensuring that 

the selected reviewer has the knowledge, experience, and skills necessary to perform the 

review.  Agencies shall ensure that, in cases where the document being reviewed spans a 

variety of scientific disciplines or areas of technical expertise, reviewers who represent 

the necessary spectrum of knowledge are chosen.  For instance, expertise in applied 

mathematics and statistics is essential in the review of models, thereby allowing an audit 

of calculations and claims of significance and robustness based on the numeric data.19  

                                                 
16 Ibid. 
17 Granger Morgan and Max Henrion, “The Value of Knowing How Little You Know,” Uncertainty:  A 
Guide to Dealing with Uncertainty in Quantitative Risk and Policy Analysis, Cambridge University Press, 
1990: 307. 
18 Presidential/Congressional Commission on Risk Assessment and Risk Management, Risk Commission 
Report, 1997, Volume 1: 39, Volume 2: 91. 
19 William W. Lowrance, Modern Science and Human Values, Oxford University Press, New York, NY 
1985: 86. 
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For some reviews, evaluation of biological plausibility is as important as statistical 

modeling.  Agencies shall consider requesting that the public, including scientific and 

professional societies, nominate potential reviewers. 

 

Balance.  While expertise is the primary consideration, reviewers should also be selected 

to represent a diversity of scientific perspectives relevant to the subject.   On most 

controversial issues, there exists a range of respected scientific viewpoints regarding 

interpretation of the available literature.  Inviting reviewers with competing views on the 

science may lead to a sharper, more focused peer review.  Indeed, as a final layer of 

review, some organizations (e.g., the National Academy of Sciences) specifically recruit 

reviewers with strong opinions to test the scientific strength and balance of their reports.  

The NAS policy on committee composition and balance20 highlights important 

considerations associated with perspective, bias, and objectivity. 

 

Independence.  In its narrowest sense, independence in a reviewer means that the 

reviewer was not involved in producing the draft document to be reviewed.  However, for 

peer review of some documents, a broader view of independence is necessary to assure 

credibility of the process.  Reviewers are generally not employed by the agency or office 

producing the document.  As the National Academy of Sciences has stated, “external 

experts often can be more open, frank, and challenging to the status quo than internal 

reviewers, who may feel constrained by organizational concerns.”21  The Carnegie 

Commission on Science, Technology, and Government notes that “external science 

advisory boards serve a critically important function in providing regulatory agencies 

with expert advice on a range of issues.”22  However, the choice of reviewers requires a 

case-by-case analysis.  Reviewers employed by other federal and state agencies may 

possess unique or indispensable expertise.  

                                                 
20 National Academy of Sciences, “Policy and Procedures on Committee Composition and Balance and 
Conflicts of Interest for Committees Used in the Development of Reports,” May 2003:  Available at: 
http://www.nationalacademies.org/coi/index.html.   
21  National Research Council, Peer Review in Environmental Technology Development Programs:  The 
Department of Energy’s Office of Science and Technology, National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 
1998: 3. 
22 Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Government, Risk and the Environment: Improving 
Regulatory Decision Making, Carnegie Commission, New York, 1993: 90. 
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A related issue is whether government-funded scientists in universities and consulting 

firms have sufficient independence from the federal agencies that support their work to 

be appropriate peer reviewers for those agencies.23  This concern can be mitigated in 

situations where the scientist initiates the hypothesis to be tested or the method to be 

developed, which effectively creates a buffer between the scientist and the agency.  When 

an agency awards grants through a competitive process that includes peer review, the 

agency’s potential to influence the scientist’s research is limited. As such, when a 

scientist is awarded a government research grant through an investigator-initiated, peer-

reviewed competition, there generally should be no question as to that scientist's ability to 

offer independent scientific advice to the agency on other projects.  This contrasts, for 

example, to a situation in which a scientist has a consulting or contractual arrangement 

with the agency or office sponsoring a peer review.   Likewise, when the agency and a 

researcher work together (e.g., through a cooperative agreement) to design or implement 

a study, there is less independence from the agency.  Furthermore, if a scientist has 

repeatedly served as a reviewer for the same agency, some may question whether that 

scientist is sufficiently independent from the agency to be employed as a peer reviewer 

on agency-sponsored projects.   

 

As the foregoing suggests, independence poses a complex set of questions that must be 

considered by agencies when peer reviewers are selected.  In general, agencies shall 

make an effort to rotate peer review responsibilities across the available pool of qualified 

reviewers, recognizing that in some cases repeated service by the same reviewer is 

needed because of essential expertise.   

 

Some agencies have built entire organizations to provide independent scientific advice 

while other agencies tend to employ ad hoc scientific panels on specific issues.  Respect 

for the independence of reviewers may be enhanced if an agency collects names of 

potential reviewers (based on considerations of expertise and reputation for objectivity) 

                                                 
23 Lars Noah, “Scientific ‘Republicanism’:  Expert Peer Review and the Quest for Regulatory Deliberation, 
Emory Law Journal, Atlanta, Fall 2000:1066. 
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from the public, including scientific or professional societies.  The Department of 

Energy’s use of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers to identify potential peer 

reviewers from a variety of different scientific societies provides an example of how 

professional societies can assist in the development of an independent peer review 

panel.24            

 

Conflict of Interest.  The National Academy of Sciences defines “conflict of interest” as 

any financial or other interest that conflicts with the service of an individual on the 

review panel because it could impair the individual’s objectivity or could create an unfair 

competitive advantage for a person or organization.25  This standard provides a useful 

benchmark for agencies to consider in selecting peer reviewers. Agencies shall make a 

special effort to examine prospective reviewers’ potential financial conflicts, including 

significant investments, consulting arrangements, employer affiliations and 

grants/contracts.  Financial ties of potential reviewers to regulated entities (e.g., 

businesses), other stakeholders, and regulatory agencies shall be scrutinized when the 

information being reviewed is likely to be relevant to regulatory policy.  The inquiry into 

potential conflicts goes beyond financial investments and business relationships and 

includes work as an expert witness, consulting arrangements, honoraria and sources of 

grants and contracts.  To evaluate any real or perceived conflicts of interest with potential 

reviewers and questions regarding the independence of reviewers, agencies are referred to 

federal ethics requirements, applicable standards issued by the Office of Government 

Ethics, and the prevailing practices of the National Academy of Sciences.  Specifically, 

peer reviewers who are federal employees (including special government employees) are 

subject to federal requirements governing conflicts of interest.  See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 208; 

5 C.F.R. Part 2635 (2004).  With respect to reviewers who are not federal employees, 

agencies shall adopt or adapt the NAS policy for committee selection with respect to 

                                                 
24 American Society for Mechanical Engineers, Assessment of Technologies Supported by the Office of 
Science and Technology, Department of Energy:  Results of the Peer Review for Fiscal Year 2002, ASME 
Technical Publishing, Danvers, MA, 2003.  
25 National Academy of Sciences, “Policy and Procedures on Committee Composition and Balance and 
Conflicts of Interest for Committees Used in the Development of Reports,” May 2003:  Available at: 
http://www.nationalacademies.org/coi/index.html.   
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evaluating conflicts of interest.26   Both the NAS and the federal government recognize 

that under certain circumstances some conflict may be unavoidable in order to obtain the 

necessary expertise.  See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. §  208(b)(3); 5 U.S.C. App. §  15 (governing 

NAS committees).  To improve the transparency of the process, when an agency 

determines that it is necessary to use a reviewer with a real or perceived conflict of 

interest, the agency should consider publicly disclosing those conflicts.  In such 

situations, the agency shall inform potential reviewers of such disclosure at the time they 

are recruited. 

 

Disclosure and Attribution: Anonymous versus Identified 

 

Peer reviewers must have a clear understanding of how their comments will be conveyed 

to the authors of the document and to the public.  When peer review of government 

reports is considered, the case for transparency is stronger, particularly when the report 

addresses an issue with significant ramifications for the public and private sectors.  The 

public may not have confidence in the peer review process when the names and 

affiliations of the peer reviewers are unknown.  Without access to the comments of 

reviewers, the public is incapable of determining whether the government has seriously 

considered the comments of reviewers and made appropriate revisions.  Disclosure of the 

slate of reviewers and the substance of their comments can strengthen public confidence 

in the peer review process.  It is common at many journals and research funding agencies 

to disclose annually the slate of reviewers.  Moreover, the National Academy of Sciences 

now discloses the names of its peer reviewers, without disclosing the substance of their 

comments.  The science advisory committees to regulatory agencies typically disclose at 

least a summary of the comments of reviewers as well as their names and affiliations. 

 

For agency-sponsored peer review conducted under Sections II and III, this Bulletin 

strikes a compromise by requiring disclosure of the identity of the reviewers, but not 

public attribution of specific comments to specific reviewers.  The agency has 

considerable discretion in the implementation of this compromise (e.g., summarizing the 

                                                 
26 Ibid.  
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views of reviewers as a group or disclosing individual reviewer comments without 

attribution).  Whatever approach is employed, the agency must inform reviewers in 

advance of how it intends to address this issue.  Information about a reviewer retrieved 

from a record filed by the reviewer's name or other identifier may be disclosed only as 

permitted by the conditions of disclosure enumerated in the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a 

as amended, and as interpreted in OMB implementing guidance, 40 Fed. Reg. 28,948 

(July 9, 1975).   

  

Public Participation 

 

Public comments can be important in shaping expert deliberations.  Agencies may decide 

that peer review should precede an opportunity for public comment to ensure that the 

public receives the most scientifically strong product (rather than one that may change 

substantially as a result of peer reviewer suggestions).  However, there are situations in 

which public participation in peer review is an important aspect of obtaining a high-

quality product through a credible process.   Agencies, however, should avoid open-

ended comment periods, which may delay completion of peer reviews and complicate the 

completion of the final work product. 

 

Public participation can take a variety of forms, including opportunities to provide oral 

comments before a peer review panel or requests to provide written comments to the peer 

reviewers.  Another option is for agencies to publish a “request for comment” or other 

notice in which they solicit public comment before a panel of peer reviewers performs its 

work.   

 

Disposition of Reviewer Comments 

 

A peer review is considered completed once the agency considers and addresses the 

reviewers’ comments.  All reviewer comments should be given consideration and be 

incorporated where relevant and valid.   For instance, in the context of risk assessments, 

the National Academy of Sciences recommends that peer review include a written 
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evaluation made available for public inspection.27  In cases where there is a public panel, 

the agency should plan publication of the peer review report(s) and the agency’s response 

to peer reviewer comments.   

 

In addition, the credibility of the final scientific report is likely to be enhanced if the 

public understands how the agency addressed the specific concerns raised by the peer 

reviewers.  Accordingly, agencies should consider preparing a written response to the 

peer review report explaining: the agency's agreement or disagreement, the actions the 

agency has undertaken or will undertake in response to the report, and (if applicable) the 

reasons the agency believes those actions satisfy any key concerns or recommendations 

in the report. 

 

Adequacy of Prior Peer Review 

 

In light of the broad range of information covered by Section II, agencies are directed to 

choose a peer review mechanism that is adequate, giving due consideration to the novelty 

and complexity of the science to be reviewed, the relevance of the information to 

decision making, the extent of prior peer reviews, and the expected benefits and costs of 

additional review. 

 

Publication in a refereed scientific journal may mean that adequate peer review has been 

performed.   However, the intensity of peer review is highly variable across journals.  

There will be cases in which an agency determines that a more rigorous or transparent 

review process is necessary.  For instance, an agency may determine a particular journal 

review process did not address questions (e.g., the extent of uncertainty inherent in a 

finding) that the agency determines should be addressed before disseminating that 

information.  As such, prior peer review and publication is not by itself sufficient grounds 

for determining that no further review is necessary. 

 

                                                 
27  National Research Council, Risk Assessment in the Federal Government:  Managing the Process, 
National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 1983. 
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Section III:  Peer Review of Highly Influential Scientific Assessments   

 

Whereas Section II leaves most of the considerations regarding the form of the peer 

review to the agency’s discretion, Section III requires a more rigorous form of peer 

review for highly influential scientific assessments. The requirements of Section II of this 

Bulletin apply to Section III, but Section III has some additional requirements, which are 

discussed below.   In planning a peer review under Section III, agencies typically will 

have to devote greater resources and attention to the issues discussed in Section II, i.e., 

individual versus panel review; timing; scope of the review; selection of reviewers; 

disclosure and attribution; public participation; and disposition of reviewer comments.   

 

A scientific assessment is considered "highly influential" if the agency or the OIRA 

Administrator determines that the dissemination could have a potential impact of more 

than $500 million in any one year on either the public or private sector or that the 

dissemination is novel, controversial, or precedent-setting, or has significant interagency 

interest.   One of the ways information can exert economic impact is through the costs or 

benefits of a regulation based on the disseminated information.  The qualitative aspect of 

this definition may be most useful in cases where it is difficult for an agency to predict 

the potential economic effect of dissemination.  In the context of this Bulletin, it may be 

either the approach used in the assessment or the interpretation of the information itself 

that is novel or precedent-setting.  Peer review can be valuable in establishing the bounds 

of the scientific debate when methods or interpretations are a source of controversy 

among interested parties.  If information is covered by Section III, an agency is required 

to adhere to the peer review procedures specified in Section III.  

 

Section III (2) clarifies that the principal findings, conclusions and recommendations in 

official reports of the National Academy of Sciences that fall under this Section are 

generally presumed not to require additional peer review.  All other highly influential 

scientific assessments require a review that meets the requirements of Section III of this 

Bulletin. 
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With regard to the selection of reviewers, Section III(3)(a) emphasizes consideration of 

expertise and balance.  As discussed in Section II, expertise refers to the required 

knowledge, experience and skills required to perform the review whereas balance refers 

to the need for diversity in scientific perspective and disciplines.  We emphasize that the 

term "balance" here refers not to balancing of stakeholder or political interests but rather 

to a broad and diverse representation of respected perspectives and intellectual traditions 

within the scientific community, as discussed in the NAS policy on committee 

composition and balance.28   

 

Section III(3)(b) instructs agencies to consider barring participation by scientists with a 

conflict of interest. The conflict of interest standards for Sections II and III of the Bulletin 

are identical. As discussed under Section II, those peer reviewers who are federal 

employees, including Special Government Employees, are subject to applicable statutory 

and regulatory standards for federal employees.  For non-government employees, 

agencies shall adopt or adapt the NAS policy for committee member selection with 

respect to evaluating conflicts of interest.   

 

Section III(3)(c) instructs agencies to ensure that reviewers are independent of the agency 

sponsoring the review.    Scientists employed by the sponsoring agency are not permitted 

to serve as reviewers for highly influential scientific assessments.  This does not preclude 

Special Government Employees, such as academics appointed to advisory committees, 

from serving as peer reviewers.  The only exception to this ban would be the rare 

situation in which a scientist from a different agency of a Cabinet-level department than 

the agency that is disseminating the scientific assessment has expertise, experience and 

skills that are essential but cannot be obtained elsewhere.  In evaluating the need for this 

exception, agencies shall use the NAS criteria for assessing the appropriateness of using 

employees of sponsors (e.g., the government scientist must not have had any part in the 

development or prior review of the scientific information and must not hold a position of 

managerial or policy responsibility).   

                                                 
28 National Academy of Sciences, “Policy and Procedures on Committee Composition and Balance and 
Conflicts of Interest for Committees Used in the Development of Reports,” May 2003:  Available at: 
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We also considered whether a reviewer can be independent of the agency if that reviewer 

receives a substantial amount of research funding from the agency sponsoring the review.   

Research grants that were awarded to the scientist based on investigator-initiated, 

competitive, peer-reviewed proposals do not generally raise issues of independence.  

However, significant consulting and contractual relationships with the agency may raise 

issues of independence or conflict, depending upon the situation.    

 

Section III(3)(d) addresses concerns regarding repeated use of the same reviewer in 

multiple assessments.   Such repeated use should be avoided unless a particular 

reviewer’s expertise is essential.  Agencies should rotate membership across the available 

pool of qualified reviewers.  Similarly, when using standing panels of scientific advisors, 

it is suggested that the agency rotate membership among qualified scientists in order to 

obtain fresh perspectives and reinforce the reality and perception of independence from 

the agency.   

                  

Section III(4) requires agencies to provide reviewers with sufficient background 

information, including access to key studies, data and models, to perform their role as 

peer reviewers.  In this respect, the peer review envisioned in Section III is more rigorous 

than some forms of journal peer review, where the reviewer is often not provided access 

to underlying data or models.  Reviewers shall be informed of applicable access, 

objectivity, reproducibility and other quality standards under federal information quality 

laws.   

 

Section III(5) addresses opportunity for public participation in peer review, and provides 

that the agency shall, wherever possible, provide for public participation.  In some cases, 

an assessment may be so sensitive that it is critical that the agency’s assessment achieve a 

high level of quality before it is publicized.  In those situations, a rigorous yet 

confidential peer review process may be appropriate, prior to public release of the 

assessment.  If an agency decides to make a draft assessment publicly available at the 

                                                                                                                                                 
http://www.nationalacademies.org/coi/index.html.   
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onset of a peer review process, the agency shall, whenever possible, provide a vehicle for 

the public to provide written comments, make an oral presentation before the peer 

reviewers, or both.  When written public comments are received, the agency shall ensure 

that peer reviewers receive copies of comments that address significant scientific issues 

with ample time to consider them in their review.  To avoid undue delay of agency 

activities, the agency shall specify time limits for public participation throughout the peer 

review process. 

 

Section III(6) requires that agencies instruct reviewers to prepare a peer review report 

that describes the nature and scope of their review and their findings and conclusions.  

The report shall disclose the name of each peer reviewer and a brief description of his or 

her organizational affiliation, credentials and relevant experiences.  The peer review 

report should either summarize the views of the group as a whole (including any 

dissenting views) or include a verbatim copy of the comments of the individual reviewers 

(with or without attribution of specific views to specific names).  The agency shall also 

prepare a written response to the peer review report, indicating whether the agency agrees 

with the reviewers and what actions the agency has taken or plans to take to address the 

points made by reviewers.  The agency is required to disseminate the peer review report 

and the agency's response to the report on the agency's website, including all the 

materials related to the peer review such as the charge statement, peer review report, and 

agency response to the review.   If the scientific information is used to support a final rule 

then, where practicable, the peer review report shall be made available to the public with 

enough time for the public to consider the implications of the peer review report for the 

rule being considered. 

            

Section III(7) authorizes but does not require an agency to commission an entity 

independent of the agency to select peer reviewers and/or manage the peer review 

process in accordance with this Bulletin.  The entity may be a scientific or professional 

society, a firm specializing in peer review, or a non-profit organization with experience in 

peer review.   
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Section IV:  Alternative Procedures 

 

Peer review as described in this Bulletin is only one of many procedures that agencies 

can employ to ensure an appropriate degree of pre-dissemination quality of influential 

scientific information.  For example, Congress has assigned the NAS a special role in 

advising the federal government on scientific and technical issues.  The procedures of the 

NAS are generally quite rigorous, and thus agencies should presume that major findings, 

conclusions, and recommendations of NAS reports meet the performance standards of 

this Bulletin.   

 

As an alternative to complying with Sections II and III of this Bulletin, an agency may 

instead  (1) rely on scientific information produced by the National Academy of 

Sciences, (2) commission the National Academy of Sciences to peer review an agency 

draft scientific information product, or (3) employ an alternative procedure or set of 

procedures, specifically approved by the OIRA Administrator in consultation with the 

Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), that ensures that the scientific 

information product meets applicable information-quality standards.    

 

An example of an alternative procedure is to commission a respected third party other 

than the NAS (e.g., the Health Effects Institute or the National Commission on Radiation 

Protection and Measurement) to conduct an assessment or series of related assessments.  

Another example of an alternative set of procedures is the three-part process used by the 

National Institutes of Health (NIH) to generate scientific guidance.  Under that process, a 

scientific proposal or white paper is generated by a working group composed of external, 

independent scientific experts; that paper is then forwarded to a separate external 

scientific council, which then makes recommendations to the agency.  The agency, in 

turn, decides whether to adopt and/or modify the proposal.  For large science agencies 

that have diverse research portfolios and do not have significant regulatory 

responsibilities, such as NIH, an acceptable alternative would be to allow scientists from 

one part of the agency (for example, an NIH institute) to participate in the review of 

documents prepared by another part of the agency, as long as the head of the agency 
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confirms in writing that each of the reviewers meets the NAS criteria relating to 

the appropriateness of using employees of sponsors (e.g., the government scientist must 

not have had any part in the development or prior review of the scientific information 

and must not hold a position of managerial or policy responsibility).  The purpose of 

Section IV is to encourage these types of innovation in the methods used to ensure pre-

dissemination quality control of influential scientific information.   

 

The mere existence of a public comment process (e.g., notice-and-comment procedures 

under the Administrative Procedure Act) does not constitute adequate peer review or an 

“alternative process,” because it does not assure that qualified, impartial specialists in 

relevant fields have performed a critical evaluation of the agency's draft product.29   

 

Section V:  Peer Review Planning 

 

Section V requires agencies to begin a systematic process of peer review planning for 

influential scientific information  (including highly influential scientific assessments) 

that the agency plans to disseminate in the foreseeable future.  A key feature of this 

planning process is a web-accessible listing of forthcoming influential scientific 

disseminations (i.e., an agenda) that is regularly updated by the agency.  By making 

these plans publicly available, agencies will be able to gauge the extent of public interest 

in the peer review process for influential scientific information, including highly 

influential scientific assessments.  These web-accessible agendas can also be used by the 

public to monitor agency compliance with this Bulletin.   

 

 Each entry on the agenda shall include a preliminary title of the planned report, a short 

paragraph describing the subject and purpose of the planned report, and an agency 

contact person.  The agency shall provide its prediction regarding whether the 

dissemination will be “influential scientific information” or a “highly influential scientific 

assessment,” as the designation can influence the type of peer review to be undertaken.   

                                                 
29 William W. Lowrance, Modern Science and Human Values, Oxford University Press, New York, NY 
1985: 86.  
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The agency shall discuss the timing of the peer review, as well as the use of any deferrals. 

Agencies shall include entries in the agenda for influential scientific information, 

including highly influential scientific assessments, for which the Bulletin’s requirements 

have been deferred or waived.  If the agency, in consultation with the OIRA 

Administrator, has determined that it is appropriate to use a Section IV “alternative 

procedure” for a specific dissemination, a description of that alternative procedure shall 

be included in the agenda. 

  

Furthermore, for each entry on the agenda, the agency shall describe the peer review 

plan.  Each peer review plan shall include: (i) a paragraph including the title, subject and 

purpose of the planned report, as well as an agency contact to whom inquiries may be 

directed to learn the specifics of the plan; (ii) whether the dissemination is likely to be 

influential scientific information or a highly influential scientific assessment; (iii) the 

timing of the review (including deferrals); (iv) whether the review will be conducted 

through a panel or individual letters (or whether an alternative procedure will be 

exercised); (v) whether there will be opportunities for the public to comment on the work 

product to be peer reviewed, and if so, how and when these opportunities will be 

provided; (vi) whether the agency will provide significant and relevant public comments 

to the peer reviewers before they conduct their review; (vii) the anticipated number of 

reviewers (3 or fewer; 4-10; or more than 10); (viii) a succinct description of the primary 

disciplines or expertise needed in the review; (ix) whether reviewers will be selected by 

the agency or by a designated outside organization; and (x) whether the public, including 

scientific or professional societies, will be asked to nominate potential peer reviewers.   

The agency shall provide a link from the agenda to each document made public pursuant 

to this Bulletin.  Agencies shall link their peer review agendas to the U.S. Government’s 

official web portal: firstgov at http://www.FirstGov.gov 

 

Agencies should update their peer review agendas at least every six months.  However, in 

some cases -- particularly for highly influential scientific assessments and other 

particularly important information -- more frequent updates of existing entries on the 

agenda, or the addition of new entries to the agenda, may be warranted.  When new 
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entries are added to the agenda of forthcoming reports and other information, the public 

should be provided with sufficient time to comment on the agency's peer review plan for 

that report or product.  Agencies shall consider public comments on the peer review plan.  

Agencies are encouraged to offer a listserve or similar mechanism for members of the 

public who would like to be notified by email each time an agency’s peer review agenda 

has been updated.   

 

The peer review planning requirements of this Bulletin are designed to be implemented in 

phases.  Specifically, the planning requirements of the Bulletin will go into effect for 

documents subject to Section III of the Bulletin (highly influential scientific assessments) 

six months after publication.  However, the planning requirements for documents subject 

to Section II of the Bulletin do not go into effect until one year after publication.  It is 

expected that agency experience with the planning requirements of the Bulletin for the 

smaller scope of documents encompassed in Section III will be used to inform 

implementation of these planning requirements for the larger scope of documents covered 

under Section II.   

 

Section VI:  Annual Report

 

Each agency shall prepare an annual report that summarizes key decisions made pursuant 

to this Bulletin.  In particular, each agency should provide to OIRA the following: 1) the 

number of peer reviews conducted subject to the Bulletin (i.e., for influential scientific 

information and highly influential scientific assessments); 2) the number of times 

alternative procedures were invoked; 3) the number of times waivers or deferrals were 

invoked (and in the case of deferrals, the length of time elapsed between the deferral and 

the peer review); 4) any decision to appoint a reviewer pursuant to any exception to the 

applicable independence or conflict of interest standards of the Bulletin, including 

determinations by the Secretary or Deputy Secretary pursuant to Section III (3) (c); 5) the 

number of peer review panels that were conducted in public and the number that allowed 

public comment; 6) the number of public comments provided on the agency’s peer 
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review plans; and 7) the number of peer reviewers that the agency used that were 

recommended by professional societies.   

 

Section VII:  Certification in the Administrative Record         

 

If an agency relies on influential scientific information or a highly influential scientific 

assessment subject to the requirements of this Bulletin in support of a regulatory action, 

the agency shall include in the administrative record for that action a certification that 

explains how the agency has complied with the requirements of this Bulletin and the 

Information Quality Act.  Relevant materials are to be placed in the administrative 

record. 

 

Section VIII:  Safeguards, Deferrals, and Waivers 

 

Section VIII recognizes that individuals serving as peer reviewers have a privacy interest 

in information about themselves that the government maintains and retrieves by name or 

identifier from a system of records.  To the extent information about a reviewer (name, 

credential, affiliation) will be disclosed along with his/her comments or analysis, the 

agency must comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. 552a, as 

amended, and OMB Circular A-130, Appendix I, 61 Fed. Reg. 6428 (February 20, 1996) 

to establish appropriate routine uses in a published System of Records Notice.  

Furthermore, the peer review must be conducted in a manner that respects confidential 

business information as well as intellectual property.   

 

Section VIII also allows for a deferral or waiver of the requirements of the Bulletin where 

necessary.  Specifically, the agency head may waive or defer some or all of the peer 

review requirements of Sections II or III of this Bulletin if there is a compelling rationale 

for waiver or deferral.  Waivers will seldom be warranted under this provision because 

the Bulletin already provides significant safety valves, such as: the exemptions provided 

in Section IX, including the exemption for time-sensitive health and safety information; 
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the authorization for alternative procedures in Section IV; and the overall flexibility 

provided for peer reviews of influential scientific information under Section II.  

Nonetheless, we have included this waiver and deferral provision to ensure needed 

flexibility in unusual and compelling situations not otherwise covered by the exemptions 

to the Bulletin, such as situations where unavoidable legal deadlines prevent full 

compliance with the Bulletin before information is disseminated.  Deadlines found in 

consent decrees agreed to by agencies after the Bulletin is issued will not ordinarily 

warrant waiver of the Bulletin’s requirements because those deadlines should be 

negotiated to permit time for all required procedures, including peer review.  In addition, 

when an agency is unavoidably up against a deadline, deferral of some or all 

requirements of the Bulletin (as opposed to outright waiver of all of them) is the most 

appropriate accommodation between the need to satisfy immovable deadlines and the 

need to undertake proper peer review.  If the agency head defers any of the peer review 

requirements prior to dissemination, peer review should be conducted as soon as 

practicable thereafter.    

 

Section IX:  Exemptions 

 

There are a variety of situations where agencies need not conduct peer review under this 

Bulletin.  These include, for example, disseminations of sensitive information related to 

certain national security, foreign affairs, or negotiations involving international treaties 

and trade where compliance with this Bulletin would interfere with the need for secrecy 

or promptness.   

 

This Bulletin does not cover official disseminations that arise in adjudications and permit 

proceedings, unless the agency determines that peer review is practical and appropriate 

and that the influential dissemination is scientifically or technically novel (i.e., a major 

change in accepted practice) or likely to have precedent-setting influence on future 

adjudications or permit proceedings.   This exclusion is intended to cover, among other 

things, licensing, approval and registration processes for specific product development 

activities as well as site-specific activities.  The determination as to whether peer review 
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is practical and appropriate is left to the discretion of the agency.  While this Bulletin is 

not broadly applicable to adjudications, agencies are encouraged to hold peer reviews of 

scientific assessments supporting adjudications to the same technical standards as peer 

reviews covered by the Bulletin, including transparency and disclosure of the data and 

models underlying the assessments.  Protections apply to confidential business 

information. 

 

The Bulletin does not cover time-sensitive health and safety disseminations, for example, 

a dissemination based primarily on data from a recent clinical trial that was adequately 

peer reviewed before the trial began.  For this purpose, “health” includes public health, or 

plant or animal infectious diseases.  

 

This Bulletin covers original data and formal analytic models used by agencies in 

Regulatory Impact Analyses (RIAs).  However, the RIA documents themselves are 

already reviewed through an interagency review process under E.O. 12866 that involves 

application of the principles and methods defined in OMB Circular A-4.  In that respect, 

RIAs are excluded from coverage by this Bulletin, although agencies are encouraged to 

have RIAs reviewed by peers within the government for adequacy and completeness.   

  

The Bulletin does not cover accounting, budget, actuarial, and financial information 

including that which is generated or used by agencies that focus on interest rates, 

banking, currency, securities, commodities, futures, or taxes. 

 

Routine statistical information released by federal statistical agencies (e.g., periodic 

demographic and economic statistics) and analyses of these data to compute standard 

indicators and trends (e.g., unemployment and poverty rates) is excluded from this 

Bulletin. 

  

The Bulletin does not cover information disseminated in connection with routine rules 

that materially alter entitlements, grants, user fees, or loan programs, or the rights and 

obligations of recipients thereof.    
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If information is disseminated pursuant to an exemption to this Bulletin, subsequent 

disseminations are not automatically exempted.  For example, if influential scientific 

information is first disseminated in the course of an exempt agency adjudication, but is 

later disseminated in the context of a non-exempt rulemaking, the subsequent 

dissemination will be subject to the requirements of this Bulletin even though the first 

dissemination was not.  

 

Section X:  OIRA and OSTP Responsibilities 

OIRA, in consultation with OSTP, is responsible for overseeing agency implementation 

of this Bulletin.  In order to foster learning about peer review practices across agencies, 

OIRA and OSTP shall form an interagency workgroup on peer review that meets 

regularly, discusses progress and challenges, and recommends improvements to peer 

review practices.  

 

Section XI:  Effective Date and Existing Law 

 

The requirements of this Bulletin, with the exception of Section V, apply to information 

disseminated on or after six months after publication of this Bulletin.  However, the 

Bulletin does not apply to information that is already being addressed by an agency-

initiated peer review process (e.g., a draft is already being reviewed by a formal scientific 

advisory committee established by the agency).  An existing peer review mechanism 

mandated by law should be implemented by the agency in a manner as consistent as 

possible with the practices and procedures outlined in this Bulletin.  The requirements of 

Section V apply to “highly influential scientific assessments,” as designated in Section III 

of the Bulletin, within six months of publication of the final Bulletin.  The requirements 

in Section V apply to documents subject to Section II of the Bulletin one year after 

publication of the final Bulletin. 
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Section XII:  Judicial Review 

 

This Bulletin is intended to improve the internal management of the Executive Branch 

and is not intended to, and does not, create any right or benefit, substantive or 

procedural, enforceable at law or in equity, against the United States, its agencies or 

other entities, its officers or employees, or any other person.   

 

 

Bulletin for Peer Review 
 

I. Definitions.   

 

For purposes of this Bulletin --   

    1. the term “Administrator” means the Administrator of the Office of Information and 

Regulatory Affairs in the Office of Management and Budget (OIRA);  

    2. the term “agency” has the same meaning as in the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 

U.S.C.  § 3502(1);  

    3. the term “dissemination” means agency initiated or sponsored distribution of 

information to the public (see 5 C.F.R. 1320.3(d) (definition of “Conduct or Sponsor”)).  

Dissemination does not include distribution limited to government employees or agency 

contractors or grantees; intra- or inter-agency use or sharing of government information; 

or responses to requests for agency records under the Freedom of Information Act, the 

Privacy Act, the Federal Advisory Committee Act, the Government Performance and 

Results Act or similar law.  This definition also excludes distribution limited to 

correspondence with individuals or persons, press releases, archival records, public 

filings, subpoenas and adjudicative processes.  The term “dissemination” also excludes 

information distributed for peer review in compliance with this Bulletin, provided that the 

distributing agency includes a clear disclaimer on the information as follows: “THIS 

INFORMATION IS DISTRIBUTED SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF PRE-

DISSEMINATION PEER REVIEW UNDER APPLICABLE INFORMATION 
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QUALITY GUIDELINES. IT HAS NOT BEEN FORMALLY DISSEMINATED BY 

[THE AGENCY].   IT DOES NOT REPRESENT AND SHOULD NOT BE 

CONSTRUED TO REPRESENT ANY AGENCY DETERMINATION OR POLICY.”  

For the purposes of this Bulletin, “dissemination” excludes research produced by 

government-funded scientists (e.g., those supported extramurally or intramurally by 

federal agencies or those working in state or local governments with federal support) if 

that information does not represent the views of an agency.  To qualify for this 

exemption, the information should display a clear disclaimer that “the findings and 

conclusions in this report are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the 

views of the funding agency”; 

   4. the term “Information Quality Act” means Section 515 of Public Law 106-554 (Pub. 

L. No. 106-554, § 515, 114 Stat. 2763, 2763A-153-154 (2000)); 

   5. the term “scientific information” means factual inputs, data, models, analyses, 

technical information, or scientific assessments based on the behavioral and social 

sciences, public health and medical sciences, life and earth sciences, engineering, or 

physical sciences. This includes any communication or representation of knowledge such 

as facts or data, in any medium or form, including textual, numerical, graphic, 

cartographic, narrative, or audiovisual forms.  This definition includes information that an 

agency disseminates from a web page, but does not include the provision of hyperlinks to 

information that others disseminate.  This definition does not include opinions, where the 

agency’s presentation makes clear that what is being offered is someone’s opinion rather 

than fact or the agency’s views; 

   6. the term “influential scientific information” means scientific information the agency 

reasonably can determine will have or does have a clear and substantial impact on 

important public policies or private sector decisions; and 

   7. the term “scientific assessment” means an evaluation of a body of scientific or 

technical knowledge, which typically synthesizes multiple factual inputs, data, models, 

assumptions, and/or applies best professional judgment to bridge uncertainties in the 

available information.  These assessments include, but are not limited to, state-of-science 

reports; technology assessments; weight-of-evidence analyses; meta-analyses; health, 
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safety, or ecological risk assessments; toxicological characterizations of substances; 

integrated assessment models; hazard determinations; or exposure assessments. 

 

II. Peer Review of Influential Scientific Information. 

 

   1. In General:  To the extent permitted by law, each agency shall conduct a peer review 

on all influential scientific information that the agency intends to disseminate.  Peer 

reviewers shall be charged with reviewing scientific and technical matters, leaving policy 

determinations for the agency.  Reviewers shall be informed of applicable access, 

objectivity, reproducibility and other quality standards under the federal laws governing 

information access and quality. 

    2. Adequacy of Prior Peer Review:  For information subject to this section of the 

Bulletin, agencies need not have further peer review conducted on information that has 

already been subjected to adequate peer review. In determining whether prior peer review 

is adequate, agencies shall give due consideration to the novelty and complexity of the 

science to be reviewed, the importance of the information to decision making, the extent 

of prior peer reviews, and the expected benefits and costs of additional review.  Principal 

findings, conclusions and recommendations in official reports of the National Academy 

of Sciences are generally presumed to have been adequately peer reviewed.   

   3. Selection of Reviewers:   

a. Expertise and Balance:  Peer reviewers shall be selected based on expertise, 

experience and skills, including specialists from multiple disciplines, as necessary.  The 

group of reviewers shall be sufficiently broad and diverse to fairly represent the relevant 

scientific and technical perspectives and fields of knowledge.  Agencies shall consider 

requesting that the public, including scientific and professional societies, nominate 

potential reviewers. 

b. Conflicts:  The agency – or the entity selecting the peer reviewers – shall (i) 

ensure that those reviewers serving as federal employees (including special government 

employees) comply with applicable federal ethics requirements; (ii) in selecting peer 

reviewers who are not government employees, adopt or adapt the National Academy of 

Sciences policy for committee selection with respect to evaluating the potential for 
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conflicts (e.g., those arising from investments; agency, employer, and business 

affiliations; grants, contracts and consulting income).  For scientific information relevant 

to specific regulations, the agency shall examine a reviewer’s financial ties to regulated 

entities (e.g., businesses), other stakeholders, and the agency.   

c. Independence:  Peer reviewers shall not have participated in development of the 

work product.  Agencies are encouraged to rotate membership on standing panels across 

the pool of qualified reviewers.  Research grants that were awarded to scientists based on 

investigator-initiated, competitive, peer-reviewed proposals generally do not raise issues 

as to independence or conflicts.  

   4. Choice of Peer Review Mechanism:  The choice of a peer review mechanism (for 

example, letter reviews or ad hoc panels) for influential scientific information shall be 

based on the novelty and complexity of the information to be reviewed, the importance of 

the information to decision making, the extent of prior peer review, and the expected 

benefits and costs of review, as well as the factors regarding transparency described in 

II(5).   

   5. Transparency: The agency -- or entity managing the peer review -- shall instruct peer 

reviewers to prepare a report that describes the nature of their review and their findings 

and conclusions.  The peer review report shall either (a) include a verbatim copy of each 

reviewer's comments (either with or without specific attributions) or (b) represent the 

views of the group as a whole, including any disparate and dissenting views.  The agency 

shall disclose the names of the reviewers and their organizational affiliations in the 

report.  Reviewers shall be notified in advance regarding the extent of disclosure and 

attribution planned by the agency.  The agency shall disseminate the final peer review 

report on the agency's website along with all materials related to the peer review (any 

charge statement, the peer review report, and any agency response).  The peer review 

report shall be discussed in the preamble to any related rulemaking and included in the 

administrative record for any related agency action.  

   6. Management of Peer Review Process and Reviewer Selection:  The agency may 

commission independent entities to manage the peer review process, including the 

selection of peer reviewers, in accordance with this Bulletin.  
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III. Additional Peer Review Requirements for Highly Influential Scientific 

Assessments.  

 

    1. Applicability:  This section applies to influential scientific information that the 

agency or the Administrator determines to be a scientific assessment that: 

(i) could have a potential impact of more than $500 million in any year, or  

(ii) is novel, controversial, or precedent-setting or has significant interagency 

interest.  

    2. In General:  To the extent permitted by law, each agency shall conduct peer reviews 

on all information subject to this Section.  The peer reviews shall satisfy the requirements 

of Section II of this Bulletin, as well as the additional requirements found in this Section.  

Principal findings, conclusions and recommendations in official reports of the National 

Academy of Sciences that fall under this Section are generally presumed not to require 

additional peer review.   

    3.  Selection of Reviewers:   

a. Expertise and Balance:  Peer reviewers shall be selected based on expertise, 

experience and skills, including specialists from multiple disciplines, as necessary.  The 

group of reviewers shall be sufficiently broad and diverse to fairly represent the relevant 

scientific and technical perspectives and fields of knowledge. Agencies shall consider 

requesting that the public, including scientific and professional societies, nominate 

potential reviewers. 

b. Conflicts:  The agency – or the entity selecting the peer reviewers – shall (i) 

ensure that those reviewers serving as federal employees (including special government 

employees) comply with applicable federal ethics requirements; (ii) in selecting peer 

reviewers who are not government employees, adopt or adapt the National Academy of 

Sciences’ policy for committee selection with respect to evaluating the potential for 

conflicts (e.g., those arising from investments; agency, employer, and business 

affiliations; grants, contracts and consulting income).  For scientific assessments relevant 
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to specific regulations, a reviewer’s financial ties to regulated entities (e.g., businesses), 

other stakeholders, and the agency shall be examined.   

c. Independence: In addition to the requirements of Section II (3)(c), which shall 

apply to all reviews conducted under Section III, the agency -- or entity selecting the 

reviewers -- shall bar participation of scientists employed by the sponsoring 

agency unless the reviewer is employed only for the purpose of conducting the peer 

review (i.e., special government employees).  The only exception to this bar would be the 

rare case where the agency determines, using the criteria developed by NAS for 

evaluating use of “employees of sponsors,” that a premier government scientist is (a) not 

in a position of management or policy responsibility and (b) possesses essential expertise 

that cannot be obtained elsewhere. Furthermore, to be eligible for this exception, the 

scientist must be employed by a different agency of the Cabinet-level department than the 

agency that is disseminating the scientific information.  The agency’s determination shall 

be documented in writing and approved, on a non-delegable basis, by the Secretary or 

Deputy Secretary of the department prior to the scientist’s appointment.  

d. Rotation:  Agencies shall avoid repeated use of the same reviewer on multiple 

assessments unless his or her participation is essential and cannot be obtained elsewhere.   

    4.  Information Access:  The agency -- or entity managing the peer review -- shall 

provide the reviewers with sufficient information -- including background information 

about key studies or models -- to enable them to understand the data, analytic procedures, 

and assumptions used to support the key findings or conclusions of the draft assessment.     

   5. Opportunity for Public Participation:  Whenever feasible and appropriate, the agency 

shall make the draft scientific assessment available to the public for comment at the same 

time it is submitted for peer review (or during the peer review process) and sponsor a 

public meeting where oral presentations on scientific issues can be made to the peer 

reviewers by interested members of the public.  When employing a public comment 

process as part of the peer review, the agency shall, whenever practical, provide peer 

reviewers with access to public comments that address significant scientific or technical 

issues. To ensure that public participation does not unduly delay agency activities, the 

agency shall clearly specify time limits for public participation throughout the peer 

review process. 
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   6. Transparency: In addition to the requirements specified in II(5), which shall apply to 

all reviews conducted under Section III, the peer review report shall include the charge to 

the reviewers and a short paragraph on both the credentials and relevant experiences of 

each peer reviewer.  The agency shall prepare a written response to the peer review report 

explaining (a) the agency's agreement or disagreement with the views expressed in the 

report, (b) the actions the agency has undertaken or will undertake in response to the 

report, and (c) the reasons the agency believes those actions satisfy the key concerns 

stated in the report (if applicable).  The agency shall disseminate its response to the peer 

review report on the agency's website with the related material specified in Section II(5).   

   7. Management of Peer Review Process and Reviewer Selection:  The agency may 

commission independent entities to manage the peer review process, including the 

selection of peer reviewers, in accordance with this Bulletin.      

 

IV. Alternative Procedures.  

 

As an alternative to complying with Sections II and III of this Bulletin, an agency may 

instead: (i) rely on the principal findings, conclusions and recommendations of a report 

produced by the National Academy of Sciences; (ii) commission the National Academy 

of Sciences to peer review an agency’s draft scientific information; or (iii) employ an 

alternative scientific procedure or process, specifically approved by the Administrator in 

consultation with the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), that ensures the 

agency’s scientific information satisfies applicable information quality standards.  The 

alternative procedure(s) may be applied to a designated report or group of reports.   

 

V. Peer Review Planning.   

 

   1. Peer Review Agenda:  Each agency shall post on its website, and update at least 

every six months, an agenda of peer review plans.  The agenda shall describe all planned 

and ongoing influential scientific information subject to this Bulletin.  The agency shall 

provide a link from the agenda to each document that has been made public pursuant to 
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this Bulletin.  Agencies are encouraged to offer a listserve or similar mechanism to alert 

interested members of the public when entries are added or updated.    

    2. Peer Review Plans:  For each entry on the agenda the agency shall describe the peer 

review plan.  Each peer review plan shall include: (i) a paragraph including the title, 

subject and purpose of the planned report, as well as an agency contact to whom inquiries 

may be directed to learn the specifics of the plan; (ii) whether the dissemination is likely 

to be influential scientific information or a highly influential scientific assessment; (iii) 

the timing of the review (including deferrals); (iv) whether the review will be conducted 

through a panel or individual letters (or whether an alternative procedure will be 

employed); (v) whether there will be opportunities for the public to comment on the work 

product to be peer reviewed, and if so, how and when these opportunities will be 

provided; (vi) whether the agency will provide significant and relevant public comments 

to the peer reviewers before they conduct their review; (vii) the anticipated number of 

reviewers (3 or fewer; 4-10; or more than 10); (viii) a succinct description of the primary 

disciplines or expertise needed in the review; (ix) whether reviewers will be selected by 

the agency or by a designated outside organization; and (x) whether the public, including 

scientific or professional societies, will be asked to nominate potential peer reviewers.  

   3. Public Comment:  Agencies shall establish a mechanism for allowing the public to 

comment on the adequacy of the peer review plans.  Agencies shall consider public 

comments on peer review plans.  

 

VI. Annual Reports.   

 

Each agency shall provide to OIRA, by December 15 of each year, a summary of the peer 

reviews conducted by the agency during the fiscal year.  The report should include the 

following: 1) the number of peer reviews conducted subject to the Bulletin (i.e., for 

influential scientific information and highly influential scientific assessments); 2) the 

number of times alternative procedures were invoked; 3) the number of times waivers or 

deferrals were invoked (and in the case of deferrals, the length of time elapsed between 

the deferral and the peer review); 4) any decision to appoint a reviewer pursuant to any 

exception to the applicable independence or conflict of interest standards of the Bulletin, 
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including determinations by the Secretary pursuant to Section III(3)(c); 5) the number of 

peer review panels that were conducted in public and the number that allowed public 

comment; 6) the number of public comments provided on the agency’s peer review plans; 

and 7) the number of peer reviewers that the agency used that were recommended by 

professional societies.   

 

VII. Certification in the Administrative Record.  

 

If an agency relies on influential scientific information or a highly influential scientific 

assessment subject to this Bulletin to support a regulatory action, it shall include in the 

administrative record for that action a certification explaining how the agency has 

complied with the requirements of this Bulletin and the applicable information quality 

guidelines.  Relevant materials shall be placed in the administrative record. 

 

 

VIII. Safeguards, Deferrals, and Waivers. 

 

    1.  Privacy: To the extent information about a reviewer (name, credentials, affiliation) 

will be disclosed along with his/her comments or analysis, the agency shall comply with 

the requirements of the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 522a as amended, and OMB Circular A-

130, Appendix I, 61 Fed. Reg. 6428 (February 20, 1996) to establish appropriate routine 

uses in a published System of Records Notice. 

    2. Confidentiality:  Peer review shall be conducted in a manner that respects (i) 

confidential business information and (ii) intellectual property.   

    3. Deferral and Waiver:  The agency head may waive or defer some or all of the peer 

review requirements of Sections II and III of this Bulletin where warranted by a 

compelling rationale.  If the agency head defers the peer review requirements prior to 

dissemination, peer review shall be conducted as soon as practicable.   
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IX. Exemptions. 

 

Agencies need not have peer review conducted on information that is:   

   1. related to certain national security, foreign affairs, or negotiations involving 

international trade or treaties where compliance with this Bulletin would interfere with 

the need for secrecy or promptness; 

    2. disseminated in the course of an individual agency adjudication or permit 

proceeding (including a registration, approval, licensing, site-specific determination), 

unless the agency determines that peer review is practical and appropriate and that the 

influential dissemination is scientifically or technically novel or likely to have precedent-

setting influence on future adjudications and/or permit proceedings;  

    3. a health or safety dissemination where the agency determines that the dissemination 

is time-sensitive (e.g., findings based primarily on data from a recent clinical trial that 

was adequately peer reviewed before the trial began);  

    4. an agency regulatory impact analysis or regulatory flexibility analysis subject to 

interagency review under Executive Order 12866, except for underlying data and 

analytical models used; 

    5. routine statistical information released by federal statistical agencies (e.g., periodic 

demographic and economic statistics) and analyses of these data to compute standard 

indicators and trends (e.g., unemployment and poverty rates);  

    6. accounting, budget, actuarial, and financial information, including that which is 

generated or used by agencies that focus on interest rates, banking, currency, securities, 

commodities, futures, or taxes; or 

    7. information disseminated in connection with routine rules that materially alter 

entitlements, grants, user fees, or loan programs, or the rights and obligations of 

recipients thereof. 
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X. Responsibilities of OIRA and OSTP.  

 

OIRA, in consultation with OSTP, shall be responsible for overseeing implementation of 

this Bulletin.  An interagency group, chaired by OSTP and OIRA, shall meet 

periodically to foster better understanding about peer review practices and to assess 

progress in implementing this Bulletin. 

 

XI. Effective Date and Existing Law. 

 

The requirements of this Bulletin, with the exception of those in Section V (Peer Review 

Planning), apply to information disseminated on or after six months following publication 

of this Bulletin, except that they do not apply to information for which an agency has 

already provided a draft report and an associated charge to peer reviewers.  Any existing 

peer review mechanisms mandated by law shall be employed in a manner as consistent as 

possible with the practices and procedures laid out herein.  The requirements in Section V 

apply to “highly influential scientific assessments,” as designated in Section III of this 

Bulletin, within six months of publication of this Bulletin.  The requirements in Section V 

apply to documents subject to Section II of this Bulletin one year after publication of this 

Bulletin. 

 

XII. Judicial Review 

 

This Bulletin is intended to improve the internal management of the executive branch, 

and is not intended to, and does not, create any right or benefit, substantive or 

procedural, enforceable at law or in equity, against the United States, its agencies or 

other entities, its officers or employees, or any other person.   
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ton of all successful bids, (iii) the 
average price per metric tons for all 
successful bids, and (iv) the names of 
the winning bidders. 

Dated: December 4, 2006. 
Jeffrey Anspacher, 
Director, Export Trading Company Affairs. 
[FR Doc. E6–20904 Filed 12–7–06; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 3510–DR–P 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

Proposed Information Collection; 
Comment Request; Regional 
Economic Data Collection Program for 
Gulf Coast Alaska 

AGENCY: National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: The Department of 
Commerce, as part of its continuing 
effort to reduce paperwork and 
respondent burden, invites the general 
public and other Federal agencies to 
take this opportunity to comment on 
proposed and/or continuing information 
collections, as required by the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. 
DATES: Written comments must be 
submitted on or before February 6, 2007. 
ADDRESSES: Direct all written comments 
to Diana Hynek, Departmental 
Paperwork Clearance Officer, 
Department of Commerce, Room 6625, 
14th and Constitution Avenue, NW., 
Washington, DC 20230 (or via the 
Internet at dHynek@doc.gov). 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Requests for additional information or 
copies of the information collection 
instrument and instructions should be 
directed to Chang Seung, (206) 526– 
4250 or Chang.Seung@noaa.gov. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Abstract 

The regional or community economic 
analysis of proposed fishery 
management policies is required by the 
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act 
(MSA), National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA), and Executive Order 12866, 
among others. To satisfy these mandates 
and inform policymakers and the public 
of the likely regional economic impacts 
associated with fishery management 
policies, appropriate economic models 
and the data to implement these models 
are needed. 

Much of the data required for regional 
economic analysis associated with Gulf 

Coast Alaska fisheries are either 
unavailable or unreliable. The accurate 
fishery-level data on employment, labor 
income, and expenditures in the Gulf 
Coast Alaska fishery and related 
industries are not currently available 
but are needed to estimate the effects of 
fisheries on the economy of Gulf Coast 
Alaska. In this survey effort, data on 
these important regional economic 
variables will be collected and used to 
develop models that will provide more 
reliable estimates and significantly 
improve policy-makers’ ability to assess 
policy effects on fishery-dependent 
communities in Gulf Coast Alaska. The 
survey will be a one-time survey. 

Mail surveys will be used to collect 
data on employment and labor income 
from a random sample of 530 vessel 
owners whose boats delivered fish to 
Gulf Coast Alaska processors. In-person 
interviews and telephone calls (130) 
with businesses involved in the fishery 
and related industries will be used to 
obtain (a) Vessel expenditure/cost data; 
(b) regional economic data for non- 
fishery industries; and (c) regional 
economic data for the fish processing 
sector. 

II. Method of Collection 

Mail surveys, in-person interviews, 
and telephone surveys will be used as 
described above. 

III. Data 

OMB Number: None. 
Form Number: None. 
Type of Review: Regular submission. 
Affected Public: Business or other for- 

profit organizations. 
Estimated Number of Respondents: 

660. 
Estimated Time per Response: Mail 

survey: 10 minutes; phone call or local 
interview with fish processors: 30 
minutes; phone calls with local small 
businesses: 10 minutes. 

Estimated Total Annual Burden 
Hours: 132 hours. 

Estimated Total Annual Cost to 
Public: $0. 

IV. Request for Comments 

Comments are invited on: (a) Whether 
the proposed collection of information 
is necessary for the proper performance 
of the functions of the agency, including 
whether the information shall have 
practical utility; (b) the accuracy of the 
agency’s estimate of the burden 
(including hours and cost) of the 
proposed collection of information; (c) 
ways to enhance the quality, utility, and 
clarity of the information to be 
collected; and (d) ways to minimize the 
burden of the collection of information 
on respondents, including through the 

use of automated collection techniques 
or other forms of information 
technology. 

Comments submitted in response to 
this notice will be summarized and/or 
included in the request for OMB 
approval of this information collection; 
they also will become a matter of public 
record. 

Dated: December 4. 2006. 
Gwellnar Banks, 
Management Analyst, Office of the Chief 
Information Officer. 
[FR Doc. E6–20802 Filed 12–7–06; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 3510–22–P 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

Proposed Information Collection; 
Comment Request; Confidential 
Conflict of Interest Disclosure for 
Prospective Non-Federal Government 
Peer Reviewers of Government 
Science Documents 

AGENCY: National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
Department of Commerce. 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: The Department of 
Commerce, as part of its continuing 
effort to reduce paperwork and 
respondent burden, invites the general 
public and other Federal agencies to 
take this opportunity to comment on 
proposed and/or continuing information 
collections, as required by the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. 
DATES: Written comments must be 
submitted on or before February 6, 2007. 
ADDRESSES: Direct all written comments 
to Diana Hynek, Departmental 
Paperwork Clearance Officer, 
Department of Commerce, Room 6625, 
14th and Constitution Avenue, NW., 
Washington, DC 20230 (or via e-mail at 
dHynek@doc.gov). 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Requests for additional information or 
copies of the information collection 
instrument and instructions should be 
directed to Tom Gleason, (301) 713– 
2367 x 158, Tom.Gleason@noaa.gov. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Abstract 

The Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) issued government-wide 
guidance to enhance the practice of peer 
review of government science 
documents. OMB’s Final Information 
Quality Bulletin for Peer Review (‘‘Peer 
Review Bulletin’’ or PRB) (available at 
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http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/ 
memoranda/fy2005/m05-03.pdf) 
establishes minimum peer review 
standards for influential scientific 
information that Federal agencies intend 
to disseminate. The Peer Review 
Bulletin also directs Federal agencies to 
adopt or adapt the National Academy of 
Sciences (NAS) policy for evaluating 
conflicts of interest when selecting peer 
reviewers who are not Federal 
government employees (federal 
employees are subject to Federal ethics 
requirements). For peer review 
purposes, the term ‘‘conflicts of 
interest’’ means any financial or other 
interest which conflicts with the service 
of the individual because it could: (1) 
Significantly impair the individual’s 
objectivity; or (2) create an unfair 
competitive advantage for any person or 
organization. 

NOAA has adapted the NAS policy 
and developed two confidential conflict 
disclosure forms which the agency will 
use to examine prospective reviewers’ 
potential financial conflicts and other 
interests that could impair objectivity or 
create an unfair advantage. One form is 
for peer reviewers of studies related to 
government regulation and the other 
form is for all other influential scientific 
information subject to the Peer Review 
Bulletin. The forms include questions 
about employment as well as 
investment and property interests and 
research funding. Both forms also 
require the submission of curriculum 
vitae. 

NOAA is seeking to collect this 
information from potential peer 
reviewers who are not government 
employees when conducting a peer 
review pursuant to the PRB. The 
number of peer reviews conducted 
pursuant to the PRB each year will vary, 
but for illustrative purposes, NOAA 
currently has thirty-nine peer review 
plans posted on the Department of 
Commerce Peer Review Agenda, 
indicating that for a six-month period in 
FY 2006, thirty-nine agency reports had 
recently been completed, were presently 
undergoing, or were planning to begin 
peer review. The information collected 
in the conflict of interest disclosure is 
essential to NOAA’s compliance with 
the OMB PRB, and helps to ensure that 
government studies are reviewed by 
independent, impartial peer reviewers. 

II. Method of Collection 

Forms may be downloaded from the 
Internet and are fillable and signable 
electronically or manually. They may be 
submitted, along with the Curriculum 
Vitae, via e-mail or regular mail. 

III. Data 

OMB Number: None. 
Form Number: None. 
Type of Review: Regular submission. 
Affected Public: Individuals or 

households. 
Estimated Number of Respondents: 

300. 
Estimated Time per Response: 30 

minutes. 
Estimated Total Annual Burden 

Hours: 150. 
Estimated Total Annual Cost to 

Public: $0. 

IV. Request for Comments 

Comments are invited on: (a) Whether 
the proposed collection of information 
is necessary for the proper performance 
of the functions of the agency, including 
whether the information shall have 
practical utility; (b) the accuracy of the 
agency’s estimate of the burden 
(including hours and cost) of the 
proposed collection of information; (c) 
ways to enhance the quality, utility, and 
clarity of the information to be 
collected; and (d) ways to minimize the 
burden of the collection of information 
on respondents, including through the 
use of automated collection techniques 
or other forms of information 
technology. 

Comments submitted in response to 
this notice will be summarized and/or 
included in the request for OMB 
approval of this information collection; 
they also will become a matter of public 
record. 

Dated: December 5, 2006. 
Gwellnar Banks, 
Management Analyst, Office of the Chief 
Information Officer. 
[FR Doc. E6–20882 Filed 12–7–06; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 3510–12–P 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

[I.D. 101706E] 

Incidental Takes of Marine Mammals 
During Specified Activities; Black 
Abalone Research Surveys at San 
Nicolas Island, Ventura County, CA 

AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
Commerce. 
ACTION: Notice; issuance of an incidental 
harassment authorization. 

SUMMARY: In accordance with the 
Marine Mammal Protection Act 
(MMPA) regulations, notification is 

hereby given that NMFS has issued an 
Incidental Harassment Authorization 
(IHA) to Dr. Glenn VanBlaricom (Dr. 
VanBlaricom) for the take of marine 
mammals, by Level B harassment only, 
incidental to the assessment of black 
abalone populations at San Nicolas 
Island (SNI), CA. 
DATES: Effective from December 1, 2006, 
through November 30, 2007. 
ADDRESSES: A copy of the IHA and the 
application are available by writing to 
Michael Payne, Chief, Permits, 
Conservation, and Education Division, 
Office of Protected Resources, National 
Marine Fisheries Service, 1315 East- 
West Highway, Silver Spring, MD 
20910–3225, or by telephoning the 
contact listed here. A copy of the 
application containing a list of 
references used in this document may 
be obtained by writing to this address, 
by telephoning the contact listed here 
(FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT) or 
online at: http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/ 
permits/incidental.htm. Documents 
cited in this notice may be viewed, by 
appointment, during regular business 
hours, at the aforementioned address. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Jolie 
Harrison, Office of Protected Resources, 
NMFS, (301) 713–2289, ext. 166. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Background 
Sections 101(a)(5)(A) and (D) of the 

MMPA (16 U.S.C. 1361 et seq.) direct 
the Secretary of Commerce to allow, 
upon request, the incidental, but not 
intentional, taking of marine mammals 
by U.S. citizens who engage in a 
specified activity (other than 
commercial fishing) within a specified 
geographical region if certain findings 
are made and either regulations are 
issued or, if the taking is limited to 
harassment, a notice of a proposed 
authorization is provided to the public 
for review. 

Authorization shall be granted if 
NMFS finds that the taking will have a 
negligible impact on the species or 
stock(s), will not have an unmitigable 
adverse impact on the availability of the 
species or stock(s) for subsistence uses, 
and that the permissible methods of 
taking and requirements pertaining to 
the mitigation, monitoring and reporting 
of such takings are set forth. NMFS has 
defined ‘‘negligible impact’’ in 50 CFR 
216.103 as ’’...an impact resulting from 
the specified activity that cannot be 
reasonably expected to, and is not 
reasonably likely to, adversely affect the 
species or stock through effects on 
annual rates of recruitment or survival.’’ 

Section 101(a)(5)(D) of the MMPA 
established an expedited process by 
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